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Many thanks for purchasing SEIKO Bell Timer.
Before putting your SEIKO Bell Timer system to use, please be sure to carefully read
through this manual as it has been designed to provide you with information for
correct handling, use and maintenance necessary for safe, long-lasting and trouble-free
operation. Keep this manual at hand for ready reference.

‒ ‒ ≐Ↄදॖ‡ CAUTIONS≐‒
‒
‚‣‛ ஜ↝ɟᢿ↭↞μᢿ⇁ૺ᠃᠍ↈ↺ↂ↗↞⅚ᅠഥↄ↻↕ⅹ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
‚․‛ ஜ↝ϋܾ↚↓ⅳ↕↞⅚ݩஹʖԓ↙ↆ↚↺ↈ٭ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
‚‥‛ ஜ↝ϋܾ↚↓ⅳ↕↞⅚ɢμ⇁ↆ↕˺ⅳↆ↭ↆⅻ⅚ɢɟↃɧ↙ݙໜ↳ᛚ↹↙↘⅚ⅹൢ↔ⅼ
↝ໜⅻⅱ↹↭ↆ↸Ↄᡲዂⅾↄⅳ⅛‒
‚…‛ ஜᙌԼⅻⅹܲಮ↚↷↹ɧᢘ࢘↚̅ဇↄ↻↹⅚ஜ↝ϋܾ↚ࢼ↾↉↚ӕ↹ৢ↾↻↹⅚↭↞࢘ᅈ
ⅹ↷↢࢘ᅈਦ⇟⇹≐⇛↝ܭᢿᧉˌ↝ٳᇹɤᎍ↚↷↹̲ྸ∝↻ↄ٭ↂ↗↚ឪ↕ↆ׆ဃↇܹ↚
↓ⅼ↭ↆ↕↞⅚ᝧ˓⇁ⅳⅺ↜↭ↈ↝↖Ↄʕ১ⅾↄⅳ⅛‒
(1)

This manual is the property of SEIKO and may not without the express written consent of SEIKO
be copied or reproduced in any form, in whole or in part, or used for any purpose other than that
for which it is supplied.
This manual may be subject to change without notice.
This manual has been prepared to give complete information necessary for the operation, use,
handling and maintenance of MODEL QBT-30. For the purpose of our constant technical manual
improvement program, your questions, advice, suggestions and comments on the descriptions,
illustrations, procedures or any matter concerning this manual are highly appreciated.
SEIKO shall have no liability to the user in respect of any loss or damages, whether consequential
or incidental, sustained by the user if such loss or damages are:
1) due to abuse, misuse, failure to observe instructions given in the manual furnished by SEIKO
and neglect of other reasonable care and servicing due to be done by the user irrespective of
such instructions, and failure due to deliberate actions or gross negligence or accident;
2) caused by changes, modifications, or alterations made without prior written consent of SEIKO
or by any person other than authorized by SEIKO; or,
3) due to negligence on the part of the user of what should be done or should not be done as a
good caretaker of Bell Timer Model QBT-30.

(2)
(3)

(4)

‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≐ஜ↖̅ဇ↝ᚡӭ↚↓ⅳ↕‡SYMBOLS AND THEIR MEANINGS≐
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ஜ↚̅ဇↄ↻↺ᚡӭ↝ॖԛ↞ഏ↝ᡫ↹↖ↈ⅛‒
‒

The symbols and terms used in this manual are explained below.

‒

‒
ᛚ→ӕ↹ৢⅳ⇁ↆ↗ⅼ⅚രʧ↭↞ͻ⇁ⅵүᨖⅻЏᡐↆ↕
ဃↇ↺ↂ↗ⅻे↺↻ↄܭϋܾ⇁ᅆↆ↭ↈ⅛‒

үᨖ‒
DANGER
‒‒

DANGER is used to indicate the presence of an imminent hazard
which is LIKELY to cause SEVERE personal injury, death, or
substantial property damage if the instructions under this heading
are ignored.

‒
‒

‒‒

ᜩԓ‒

WARNING

ᛚ→ӕ↹ৢⅳ⇁ↆ↗ⅼ⅚രʧ↭↞ͻ⇁ⅵӧᏡࣱⅻे‒ܭ
ↄ↻↺ϋܾ⇁ᅆↆ↭ↈ⅛‒
WARNING is used to indicate such operational procedures,
practices, or situations that may result in personal injury or loss of
life if relevant instructions are not followed correctly.

‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
,

‒
‒ ഏ↝ዋᘙᅆ↞⅚ᅠഥʙ⇁ᅆↆ↭ↈ⅛‒
The following pictorial symbols indicate what must not be done.

‒
‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒

‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ɟᑍႎ↙ᅠഥ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ Ўᚐᅠഥ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ൦̅↝↖ئဇᅠഥ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ᚑᅠഥ‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ General
Prohibition
Prohibition
Prohibition
Prohibition
against
against
against touch
disassembly/t
exposure to
‒
ampering
water
‒
‒
‒
‒ ഏ↝ዋᘙᅆ↞⅚࣏↉ܱᘍↆ↕ⅳⅾʙ⇁ᅆↆ↭ↈ⅛‒
The following pictorial symbols indicate what must be done.

‒
‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒

‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ɟᑍႎ↙ਦᅆ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ⇈∞⇟ዴ↝ዓ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ᩓเ⇽∏⇖⇁৷ⅾ‒
‒
General
Connection of
Extraction of
‒
instructions
grounding
the power
conductor
plug

‒

,
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≔≑ܤμ↝↰↚࣏↉ⅹ↹ܣⅾↄⅳ‡Safety Precautions‒
‒
ᙌԼ⇁ܤμ↚ദↆⅾⅹ̅ⅳⅳⅼ⅚ⅱ↙↳˂↝ʴ⅝↧↝үܹ↳ᝠင↧↝ܹ⇁ச↚᧸ⅿ↰↚⅚‒
↕→ܣⅳⅼⅳදॖʙ⇁ᅆↆ↕ⅳ↭ↈ⅛‒
The following precautions must be strictly observed for the safety of yourself and your fellow workers and for
the protection of property from loss and damages.

Ṽấܲಮဇᵍ Safety instructions to the customerᴾ



༴㝤 DANGER

ӕ↹˄ↀ∝ᩓൢ ⅹܲಮ↞ӕ↹˄ↀ⊦ᩓൢʙⅹ↷↢૨ɶ↝Ⅴʙಅᎍಮ↧Ⅵ↗ⅺ↻ϋ
ʙ↝ᅠഥ‒
↝˺ಅ⇁ዌ↚ݣᘍ↾↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛࣏↉⅚ʙಅᎍಮ↧Ↄ̔᫂ⅾↄⅳ⅛
Prohibition
ज़ᩓ∝້∝ᓳɦ↝үᨖⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
against
Never attempt any of installation work, electrical engineering, and any of
unauthorized
the jobs instructed to the engineering outfit ("Installation Instructions"). All
installation and
of
these jobs must always be commissioned to your engineering outfit
electrical
because
they involve electric shock hazards, fire hazards and falling
engineering
hazards.
work



㆙࿌ WARNING



ᚨፗئ↝‒
ᢠ৸‒
Selection of
location

ီࠝ↝ϼፗ‒
Actions to take
in case of
troubles

Ўᚐ∝̲ྸ∝‒
ોᡯ↝ᅠഥ‒
Prohibition
against
unauthorized
disassembly,
repair or
modification

ↂ↝ᙌԼ↞⅚↚ٳދᚨፗↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ދϋဇ↝↰⅚൦ⅻ̛λↈ↺↗⅚
ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
The Bell Timer QBT-30 is designed for indoor use, and must not be
installed outdoors. Otherwise, rainwater may infiltrate into the product to
cause electric shock or fire accident.
ෘܴ↳൦↘↙ئൢ↝ٶⅳ↚ᚨፗↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ↚׆
↙↹↭ↈ⅛‒
It must not be installed in the bathroom or washing area or other damp
places, either. This may cause fire or electric shock hazard.
ⅻЈ↹⅚ီᐰⅻↈ↺↙↘ီࠝⅻႆဃↆ↗ⅼ↞⅚ↈⅿ↚ᩓเ⇽∏⇖⇁⇙
∙⇡∙⇮ⅺ↸৷ⅳ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛̲ྸ↞⅚ⅹᝰⅳɥↁⅳⅳᝤ٥ࡃ↱ↆⅾ
↞ᝤ٥˟ᅈ↧Ↄ̔᫂ⅾↄⅳ⅛↝↭↭̅ဇↈ↺↗⅚ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ↙↚׆
↹↭ↈ⅛‒
In case of abnormalities (QBT-30 is giving forth smoke, burnt smell, or is
hot to the touch, or showing other abnormal symptoms), shut down QBT-30
immediately, unplug the power cord, and call your nearby SEIKO dealer or
agent for repair service. If QBT-30 is left to take care of itself, it may result in
a risk of electric shock or fire.
̲ྸ↞⅚ⅹᝰⅳɥↁⅳⅳᝤ٥ࡃ↱ↆⅾ↞ᝤ٥˟ᅈ↧Ↄ̔᫂ⅾↄⅳ⅛
̲ྸ২ᘐᎍˌ↝ٳʴⅻЎᚐↆ↹̲ྸ∝ોᡯ⇁ᘍⅵ↗ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ↙↚׆
↹↭ↈ⅛‒
Call your nearby SEIKO dealer or agent for repair service. Unauthorized
disassembly, repair or modification may cause electric shock accidents or
fire accidents.

દ˺⇁ᘍⅵ↗ⅼ↞⅚Э⇁ⅳ↕ᘍⅳ↭ↈ↝↖⅚ਦ↝ܭદ˺ᢿˌ⅚ٳᚑ↻↙
દ˺↝දॖ
ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
ໜ‒
To operate QBT-30, its door needs to be opened to expose internal
Operating
components. Do not meddle with any parts other than designated controls.
precautions
Otherwise, fatal electric shock or fire accident may result.


,

൦↳ᕤԼ↙↘↝෩˳⇁↓ↀ↹⅚ⅺↀ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ɢɟ⅚ↂ↻↸ⅻϋᢿ
↚λ→↗ⅼ↞⅚ᩓเ⇽∏⇖⇁⇙∙⇡∙⇮ⅺ↸৷ⅳ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛‒
෩˳ᅠഥ‒
ໜ౨↞⅚ⅹᝰⅳɥↁⅳⅳᝤ٥ࡃ↱ↆⅾ↞ᝤ٥˟ᅈ↧Ↄ̔᫂ⅾↄⅳ⅛
Prohibition
against wetting ↝↭↭̅ဇↈ↺↗⅚ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
Never immerse QBT-30 into water or any other liquid, or never splash water
with liquids
or any other liquid against QBT-30. Should any liquid enter QBT-30, unplug
(water,
the power cord, and call your SEIKO dealer or agent for inspection and
chemicals)
servicing. If QBT-30 is left to take care of itself, it may result in a risk of
electric shock or fire.
↛↻ᅠഥ‒ ↛↻↖ᙌԼ↝દ˺↳ᩓเ↝λ↹Џ↹⇁ↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗
Prohibition
ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
against
Never operate QBT-30 or POWER switch with wet hands. Otherwise, you
handling with
may be killed by electric shock.
wet hands
ᩓเ⇽∏⇖⇁৷ⅼࠀↆↈ↺↗ⅼ↞⅚ᩓเ⇙∞⇯⇁ਤ↉↚ᩓเ⇽∏⇖⇁ਤ→
↕⅚৷ⅼࠀↆↆ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ᄊↆ⅚ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
Always hold the plug firm when plugging and unplugging the power cord. If
you strain the power cord, it may be damaged to cause fire or electric shock
hazard.
ᩓเ⇙∞⇯‒ ᩓเ⇙∞⇯⇁ͻ↓ↀ↹⅚ьↆ↹⅚ⅳཋ⇁↝↊↹⅚ྸ↚ↁ↙ⅳ
↝ӕ↹ৢⅳ‒
↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
Handling of
Handle the power cord with care not to damage it. Never load the power
power cord
cord with a heavy object. Never bend over the power cord unduly. All these
could lead to fatal electric shock or fire accident.
ၘ⇂ᩓเ⇙∞⇯↳⇽∏⇖⅚ࠀↆᡂ↮↝↵↺ⅳ⇙∙⇡∙⇮↞̅ဇↆ↙ⅳ↖‒
ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
Never use the damaged power cord or shoddily-repaired power cord as by
taping. This may cause fire or electric shock hazard.


㆙࿌WARNING



ਦ↻ↄܭᩓ̅↞ٳˌןဇↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ↭↹↙↚׆
ↈ⅛‒
Use a power supply of a specified rating only. Otherwise, electric shock or
fire accident may result.
ᩓเ‒
ᩓเ⇽∏⇖⇁⇙∙⇡∙⇮↚ࠀↆᡂ↯Э↚⅚ᩓเᇢ↚܇ኽዴↄ↻↕ⅳ↺ᩓןⅻ
Power supply ദↆⅳↂ↗⇁ᄩᛐↆ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
Before plugging the power cord into the wall outlet, make sure that the
power supplied to the primary terminals of the circuit breaker has a
specified voltage rating. If the rating is other than specified for QBT-30,
electric shock or fire accident may result.
ᙌԼ↝⇈∞⇟ᇢ⇟∞⇈⅚↚܇ዴⅻӕ↹˄ↀ↕ⅱ↺ↂ↗⇁ᄩᛐↆ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛
⇈∞⇟ዴⅻӕ↹˄ⅳ↕ⅳ↙ⅳ↗⅚ᨦ↳ᩓ↝↗ⅼज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭
⇈∞⇟ዴ↝‒
ↈ⊢⇈∞⇟ዴ↞⅚≧ᆔˌעɥ↝ʙ⇁࣏ᙲ↗ↆ↭ↈ↝↖⅚ʙಅᎍ↧Ↄ̔
ᄩᛐ‒
᫂ⅾↄⅳ⅛‒
Confirmation of
Check to see if a grounding conductor is terminated to QBT-30. If QBT is
grounding
not grounded, electric shock accident may result when the product gets
faulty or leaky. The grounding work is required to be of Class D or higher
rating, and shall be undertaken by a licensed electrician.
⇸∋∞⇠ʩ੭‒
↝ᅠഥ‒
Prohibition
against
unauthorized
fuse
replacement

⇸∋∞⇠↝ʩ੭˺ಅ↞⅚ⅹᝰⅳɥↁⅳⅳᝤ٥ࡃ↱ↆⅾ↞ᝤ٥˟ᅈ↧‒
Ↄ̔᫂ⅾↄⅳ⅛ⅹܲಮⅻʩ੭˺ಅ⇁ᘍⅵ↗ज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
Call your SEIKO dealer or agent for fuse replacement service. Do not
attempt the fuse replacement yourself unless you are qualified for the job.
This is important to prevent fatal electric shock accident.


,

ٳᘺ↝ⅹλ‒
↻Э↝දॖໜ‒
Precautions on
the servicing of
QBT-30 casing
ϋᢿ↝ⅹλ‒
↻ᅠഥ‒
Prohibition
against
unauthorized
servicing of the
internal
components

ٳᘺ⇁ⅹλ↻ↈ↺↗ⅼ↞⅚ᩓเ⇽∏⇖⇁⇙∙⇡∙⇮ⅺ↸৷ⅳ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛
ज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
Before cleaning the surface of the casing, be sure to unplug the power
cord. Fatal electric shock accident may happen if you attempt to wipe the
casing with a damp cloth.
ϋᢿ↝ⅹλ↻↞ᘍ↾↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ⅹᝰⅳɥↁⅳⅳᝤ٥ࡃ↱ↆⅾ
↞ᝤ٥˟ᅈ↧Ↄ̔᫂ⅾↄⅳ⅛ⅹܲಮⅻ˺ಅ⇁ↈ↺↗ज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭
ↈ⅛‒
Call your SEIKO dealer or agent for the servicing of internal components.
Do not attempt yourself unless you are qualified for the job. This is
important to prevent fatal electric shock accident.



Ṽʙಅᎍಮဇᵍ Instructions to the engineering outfitᴾ
ʙಅᎍಮồᵍ For the engineering outfit



㆙࿌WARNING



ӕụ˄Ậʙỉදॖʙᵍ Precautions on installation workᴾ

ӕ↹˄ↀئ‒
↝ᢠ৸‒
Selection of
location for
installation

ӕ↹˄ↀئ‒
↝ࢍࡇ‒
Load-bearing
capacity

⇙∙⇕∐∞⇮‒
ُ᩿↝ӕ↹‒
˄ↀ૾ඥ‒
Mounting onto
the concrete
wall

ӕ↹˄ↀ⇳⇞‒
↝ዸ↰˄ↀ‒
Fastening

ↂ↝ᙌԼ↞⅚↚ٳދᚨፗↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ދϋဇ↝↰⅚൦ⅻේλↈ↺↗⅚
ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
The Bell Timer QBT-30 is designed for indoor use, and must not be
installed outdoors. Otherwise, rainwater may infiltrate into the product to
cause electric shock or fire accident.
ෘܴ↳൦↘↙ئൢ↝ٶⅳ↚ᚨፗↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ↚׆
↙↹↭ↈ⅛‒
It must not be installed in the bathroom or washing area or other electric
shock- or fire accident-prone damp places, either.
ӕ↹˄ↀ↺ᡯཋ↝ನᡯⅻ⅚ↂ↝ᙌԼ↝ↄ↚җЎ᎑ⅷ↸↻↺ↂ↗⇁ᄩⅺ↰
↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ↂ↝ᙌԼ↝ↄ↞⅚ኖ≕⊎⊊↖ↈ⅛ࢍࡇ↝ࢊⅳ↚ӕ↹˄ↀ
ئӳ⅚ਰѣ↙↘↖ᙌԼⅻᓳɦↆ⅚ʴ៲ʙ↚ⅳ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
Make sure that the wall or other structure onto which the product is to be
mounted has a sufficient strength to bear up against the load of the
product. The maximum weight of the product is about 2 kg. If the wall
strength is not sufficient, it may yield to the product weight or external
shocks, letting fall the product to cause fatal accidents.
ُ᩿ⅻ⇙∙⇕∐∞⇮↝ئӳ↞⅚≳≼⇽∏⇖↗ங⇳⇞⇁Ↄ̅ဇⅾↄⅳ⅛ங⇳
⇞ↀ↚↷↺ӕ↹˄ↀ↞⅚ዌ↚ݣᘍ↾↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛↳ןਰѣ↙↘↖ᙌ
Լⅻᓳɦↆ⅚ʴ៲ʙ↚ⅳ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
Fasten the product onto the wall using anchor plugs (PY plug or the like)
and wood screws. Never use the wood screws alone to fasten the
product. Wood screws may yield under wind pressure and vibrations, and
let fall the product to cause fatal accidents.
ᙌԼ↝ӕ↹˄ↀ⇳⇞↞җЎ↚ዸ↰˄ↀ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ዸ↰˄ↀⅻɧҗЎ↗
↳ןਰѣ↙↘↖ᙌԼⅻᓳɦↆ⅚ʴ៲ʙ↚ⅳ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
Be sure to tighten each wood screw into the anchor plug fully. If the
screws are not fastened securely, the product may come off from the wall
as the screws may loosen off under the influence of wind pressure or
vibrations, causing fatal accidents.








,

Ṽʙಅᎍಮဇᵍ Instructions to the engineering outfit





 ʙಅᎍಮồᵍ For the engineering outfitᴾ

ᩓเ∝ໜЈщᇢ܇Ө↚ኽዴↈ↺↗ⅼ↞⅚ᩓเ⇽∏⇖ⅻ৷ⅺ↻↕ⅳ↺ↂ↗⇁
ᄩᛐↆ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
ᩓൢʙ‒
Prior to the wiring of the terminal blocks for power input and contact signal
Electrical
output circuits, make sure that the power cord is unplugged. You are
engineering
warned against working on live circuits as they involve fatal electric shock
hazards.
ᙌԼ↝⇈∞⇟ᇢ⇟∞⇈↚܇ዴ⇁ӕ↹˄ↀ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛⇈∞⇟ዴⅻӕ↹˄ⅳ↕
ⅳ↙ⅳ↗⅚ᨦ↳ᩓ↝↗ⅼज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛↙ⅹ⅚≧↞עᆔ
ˌעɥ↝ʙ⇁ↆ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛‒
עʙ‒
Ground the Bell Timer Model QBT-30 by connecting a grounding
Grounding work
conductor to its grounding terminal. This is important for the prevention of
electric shock hazards in case of troubles such as earth leakage fault.
The grounding work must be Class D or higher in rating.
ᇢ܇Ө‒
̬ᜱ⇑⇶∞↝‒
ӕ↹˄ↀ‒
Installation of
terminal board
cover

ᩓเ∝ໜЈщᇢ܇Ө↝ኽዴ˺ಅࢸ⅚ᇢ܇Ө↝̬ᜱ⇑⇶∞⇁↱↗↝ˮፗ↚ӕ
↹˄ↀ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ӕ↹˄ⅳ↕ⅳ↙ⅳ↗⅚ज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
After wiring the terminal blocks for power supply and contact signal output
circuits, be sure to replace the terminal board cover for the protection of
operators against electric shock.

ਦ↻ↄܭᩓ̅↞ٳˌןဇↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ↭↹↙↚׆
ↈ⅛‒
Use a power supply of a specified rating only. Otherwise, electric
shock or fire accident may result.
ᩓเ‒
Power supply

ᩓเ⇽∏⇖⇁⇙∙⇡∙⇮↚ࠀↆᡂ↯Э↚⅚ᩓเᇢ↚܇ኽዴↄ↻↕ⅳ↺ᩓןⅻ
ദↆⅳↂ↗⇁ᄩᛐↆ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
Before plugging the power cord into the wall outlet, make sure that the
power supplied to the primary terminals of the circuit breaker has a
specified voltage rating.





‒
≕≑ಒᙲ‡ Overview

࣋ࣝࢱ࣐࣮㹏㹀㹒㸫㸱㸮ࡣࠊࢼࣟࢢィࡢᶵ⬟ຍ࠼ࠊࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡼࡾ௵ពࡢ้࣓ࣟࢹ
ࡢ⮬ື₇ዌࡸእ㒊ࡢ᥋Ⅼฟຊࢆ⾜࠺ࡇࡀฟ᮶ࡲࡍࠋࡇࢀࡽࡢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡣࠊྛ᭙᪥༢タᐃ
ྍ⬟࡞㐌㛫ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ᪉ᘧ࡞ࡗ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ᧯సࡀᐜ᫆࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
ࡲࡓࠊ࢜ࣉࢩࣙࣥࡢࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ㏦ಙᶵࠊ࠶ࡿ࠸ࡣ㛗Ἴཷಙჾࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡾࠊ㛗Ἴᶆ‽㟁Ἴ
ࢆᐃᮇⓗ⮬ືཷಙࡋ࡚ࠊ้ࢆṇ☜ಖࡘࡇࡀฟ᮶ࡲࡍࠋ
SEIKO bell timer Model QBT-30 serves as an analog clock. In addition, QBT-30 is capable of being
programmed to play melodies automatically at preset times and/or deliver contact signal output to
external circuits. A weekly programming system is used to specify the sequence of these operations on
a day-of-the-week basis.
If SEIKO TimeLink(R) transmitter-receiver or LF radio receiver available as optional feature is used, it is
possible to receive the standard radio wave automatically at regular intervals to keep accurate time for
QBT-30 at all times. (Japan Only)

‒

,

≖≑ᙌԼ↝ཎᧈ‡ Features of QBT-30

ڦᴾ ෆ㒊ィ㧗⢭ᗘࡢỈᬗࢆ⏝ࡋࠊᖹᆒ᭶ᕪs㸱⛊ࢆᐇ⌧ࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
ڦᴾ ⮬ືㄪ㔪࣒࣮ࣈࢆ᥇⏝ࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࡢ࡛ࠊ้ྜࢃࡏࢆࡍࡿ㝿ࢼࣟࢢィࡢ㔪⨨ྜࢃࡏࡀ
せ࡛ࡍࠋ
ڦᴾ ᭱㸴㸮ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡀタᐃ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࡢ࡛ࠊᖜᗈ࠸⏝㏵ࡈ⏝࠸ࡓࡔࡅࡲࡍࠋ
ڦᴾ ⊂❧ࡋࡓ㸰ࢳࣕࢿࣝࡢ↓㟁ᅽ᥋Ⅼฟຊࢆ᭷ࡋࠊྛ✀ᶵჾࡢไᚚࡈ⏝࠸ࡓࡔࡅࡲࡍࠋ
ڦᴾ 㸯㸮᭤ࡢ࣓ࣟࢹࢆ᭷ࡋࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡈࡢ᭤㑅ᢥࡀྍ⬟࡛ࡍࠋ
ڦᴾ ࢜ࣉࢩࣙࣥࡢࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡᶵ⬟ࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡇࡼࡾࠊ้ྜࢃࡏࡀせ࡛ࡍࠋ
ࡲࡓࠊᑗ᮶ࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒ࡀᐇࡉࢀࡓሙྜࡶ⮬ືⓗᑐᛂࡋࡲࡍࠋ
㸦ู㹘㸿㸱㸮㸱㹌ࡲࡓࡣ㹑㹊㹐㸫㸰㸮㸯㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࡀᚲせ࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋ㸧
ڦᴾ ୗグ㡯┠ࡢᐇࡼࡾࠊ⎔ቃ㓄៖ࡋࡓ〇ရ࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
   ࣭ࠕ㹐㹭㹆㹑ᣦ௧ࠖ㐺ྜရ
   ࣭ࢽ࢝ࢻ㟁ụࡢ᥇⏝
   ࣭ᾘ㈝㟁ຊࡢపῶ
 ڦEquipped with a high-precision quartz oscillator, the internal clock operates at a monthly
average rate of s 3 seconds.
 ڦAn automatic hand-correction movement is employed, eliminating the need for analog clock
hand setting at the time of time setting.
 ڦUp to 60 programs can be set to cover a wide range of applications.
 ڦTwo independent channels are available for dry contact signal outputs for control of various
devices.
 ڦ10 melodies are available for programming.
( ڦJapan Only) Optional TimeLink(R) function eliminates the need for time setting. QBT-30
automatically responds to the implementation of summer time system. (For the
implementation of the daylight-saving system, these options are required: ZA303N or
SLR-201, and SW-302)
 ڦFeatured by the following, QBT-30 is an environmentally friendly product.
㺃Conforming to RoHS Directive
㺃Elimination of need for Ni-Cd batteries
㺃Reduction of power consumption



≗≑˄ޓԼ∝ʖͳԼ‡ Accessories and Spares

ᒓရ࣭ணഛရ
Accessories and Spares

ᩘ 㔞
Quantity

ഛ ⪃
Remarks

ᅽ╔➃Ꮚ㸦㹋㸱㸧
Crimp terminal (M3)

㸴ಶ6 pcs.

㟁※࣭᥋Ⅼฟຊ➃Ꮚ⏝
For power input and contact signal output

ᅽ╔➃Ꮚ㸦㹋㸲㸧
Crimp terminal (M4)

㸯ಶ1 pc.

࣮ࢫ➃Ꮚ⏝
For grounding

ᮌࢿࢪ㸦㹋㸲㸬㸯㸧
Round-headed wood screw(M4.1)

㸱ಶ3 pcs.

ᮏయᅛᐃ⏝
For securing QBT-30

ྲྀཎᑍᅗ
Mounting hole drilling template

㸯ᯛ1 sheet

ᮏయᅛᐃ⏝
For drilling QBT-30 mounting holes

㸿㹁ࢥ࣮ࢻ
AC power cord

㸯ᮏ1 pc.

㸿㹁㸯㸮㸮㹔⏝㸦ᅜෆᑓ⏝㸧
For AC100V (Japan only)

ྲྀᢅㄝ᫂᭩
Operating instruction manual

㸯㒊1 copy

ᮏ᭩
This manual

ಖド᭩
Warranty registration card

㸯ᯛ1 card

ᅜෆᑓ⏝
(Japan only)


,

≘≑⇝⇟⇬∆ನ‡ System Configuration‒
‒
⊡ↂ⇂↙̅ⅳ૾ⅻ↖ⅼ↭ↈ‡ Illustrated Examples of Uses⊡‒
‒
‒
‒
㟁※ධຊ
‒
Power input‒
‒
AC90V㹼120V
‒
AC200V㹼240V
‒
‒
‒
QBT-30
‒
‒
ᾒᾗᾀᴾ
‒
ᾒᾗᾁᴾ
‒
‒
‒
‒

LINE OUT



ෆ㒊ࢫࣆ࣮࢝

Built-in speaker










ᾩᾐᾂᾂᾝ㸦ู㸧ᴾ

ͤᒇෆ⏝
Japan Only





ᶆ‽㟁Ἴ









↷᫂ჾල࡞
Lights, etc.

᥋Ⅼฟຊ Contact signal outputᴾ
ͤ↷᫂ჾලࡸእ㒊ࣥࣉࡢ
㟁※ไᚚ࡞ࡈ⏝࠸ࡓࡔࡅࡲࡍ

እ㒊ࣥࣉ

External
amplifier

* Available for control of
power supply to the
እ㒊ࢫࣆ࣮࢝
luminaires, external
amplifiers, etc.ᴾ

External speaker

ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ
ͤ≉ᐃᑠ㟁ຊ↓⥺

ᾢᾦὼᾂᾁ㸦ู㸧
ͤᒇෆ⏝

ᾢᾛᾡὼᾁᾀ㸦ู㸧
ͤᒇእ⏝

ᶆ‽㟁Ἴ


,

≙≑‒ Ӳᢿ↝Ӹᆅ↗ೞᏡ‡ Nomenclature and Functions‒





























㟁※࣭᥋Ⅼฟຊ➃Ꮚྎ

Terminal blocks for power input and
contact signal output
㹊㹇㹌㹃 㹍㹓㹒

࣮ࢫ➃Ꮚ GND terminal

᧯స㒊
ࢫࣆ࣮࢝ Speaker

ࢼࣟࢢィ Analog clock

ᾮᬗ⏬㠃 LCD screen

Control panel

ࢫࣆ࣮࢝ Speaker

ࢢࣟࢼەィ 



㸰㔪ᘧ









ෆⶶࢹࢪࢱࣝィ㐃ືࡋ࡚ືࡁࡲࡍࠋ



᧯ەస㒊





้タᐃࡸࠊࢱ࣐࣮ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢタᐃࢆ⾜࠸ࡲࡍࠋ









ᾮᬗ⏬㠃࡚ࠊタᐃෆᐜࢆ☜ㄆࡋ࡞ࡀࡽ᧯సࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ



ەᾮᬗ⏬㠃





㏻ᖖࡣ⌧ᅾ้ࢆࢹࢪࢱࣝ⾲♧ࡋࡲࡍࠋ





タᐃ୰ࡣࠊタᐃෆᐜࡢ☜ㄆࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
࣮࢝ࣆࢫە



ە㹊㹇㹌㹃 㹍㹓㹒



࣓ࣟࢹࢆ㬆ࡽࡋࡲࡍࠋ



࣓ࣟࢹฟຊ࡛ࡍࠋእ㒊ࣥࣉ᥋⥆ࡋࡲࡍࠋ

ە㟁※࣭᥋Ⅼฟຊ➃Ꮚྎ 

㸿㹁ධຊ⏝ࠊ᥋Ⅼฟຊ⏝㸦㸰ᅇ㊰㸧

➃ࢫ࣮ەᏊ

࣮ࢫ᥋⥆ࡋࡲࡍࠋ





 ەAnalog clock
 ەControl panel

 ەLCD screen

 ەSpeaker
 ەLINE OUT
 ەTerminal blocks for power input
and contact signal output
 ەGND terminal

Two-hand type
Interlocked with the built-in digital clock
Used for time setting and timer programming.
The control panel can be manipulated while visually checking the
settings on the LCD screen.
Usually, indicates the present time digitally.
During setting up, displays the data being set up for you
confirmation.
Plays a melody.
Melody output terminal, to be connected to an external amplifier.
For AC power supply, and contact signal output (2
channels)
To be connected to the grounding conductor.


,

≚≑ӕ↹˄ↀ૾ඥ‡Installation‒
‒

㆙࿌ WARNING


ӕ↹˄ↀ∝ᩓൢ‒

ⅹܲಮ↞⅚ӕ↹˄ↀ∝ᩓൢʙⅹ↷↢૨ɶ↝Ⅴʙಅᎍಮ↧Ⅵ↗ⅺ↻
ʙ↝ᅠഥ‒
ϋ↝˺ಅ⇁ዌ↚ݣᘍ↾↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛࣏↉⅚ʙಅᎍಮ↧Ↄ̔᫂ⅾ
Prohibition
ↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ∝້∝ᓳɦ↝үᨖⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
against
Never attempt any of installation work, electrical engineering, and any of
unauthorized
the jobs instructed to the engineering outfit ("Installation Instructions")
installation and
electrical
because electric shock, fire and toppling hazards are involved.‒
engineering work‒
‒
‒
Ṽʙಅᎍಮဇᵍ Instructions to the engineering outfit
ʙಅᎍಮồᵍ For the engineering outfit

‒


㸵㸬㸯 ྲྀࡾࡅୖࡢὀពⅬ Precautions

 ྲྀࡾࡅሙᡤࡢ㑅ᢥ Selection of location for installation

‒

ᜩԓ‒

WARNING‒

ↂ↝ᙌԼ↞⅚↚ٳދᚨፗↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ދϋဇ↝↰⅚൦ⅻේλↈ
↺↗ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
The Bell Timer QBT-30 is designed for indoor use, and must not be
installed outdoors. Otherwise, rainwater may infiltrate into the product to
cause electric shock or fire accident.‒


ෘܴ↳൦↘↙ئൢ↝ٶⅳ↚ᚨፗↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ
‒ ᜩԓ‒ ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆

WARNING‒

It must not be installed in the bathroom or washing area or other electric
shock- or fire accident-prone damp places.‒

  ᗘࠊ‵ᗘࠊື࡞ࢆ⪃៖ࡋࠊ⎔ቃࡢⰋ࠸ሙᡤࢆ࠾㑅ࡧࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
  ≉ࠊ⎔ቃ ᗘࡣ㸫㸯㸮Υ㹼㸩㸳㸮Υࡢ㛫ࡢሙᡤタ⨨ࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
Select an installation place least susceptible to the influence of temperature, humidity and vibration.
The ambient temperature of the selected place should be held within the range of -10Υ to +50Υ.


 ྲྀࡾࡅሙᡤࡢᙉᗘ Load-bearing capacity

‒

ᜩԓ‒

WARNING‒

ӕ↹˄ↀ↺ᡯཋ↝ನᡯⅻ⅚ↂ↝ᙌԼ↝ↄ↚җЎ᎑ⅷ↸↻↺ↂ↗⇁ᄩ
ⅺ↰↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ↂ↝ᙌԼ↝ↄ↞⅚ኖ≕⊎⊊↖ↈ⅛ࢍࡇ↝ࢊⅳ↚ӕ
↹˄ↀئӳ⅚ਰѣ↙↘↖ᙌԼⅻᓳɦↆ⅚ʴ៲ʙ↚ⅳ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹
↭ↈ⅛‒
Make sure that the wall or other structure onto which QBT-30 is to be
mounted has a sufficient strength to bear up against the weight of
QBT-30. The maximum weight of QBT-30 is about 2 kg. If the structural
strength is not sufficient, it may yield to the weight of QBT-30 or external
shocks, letting fall QBT-30 to cause fatal accidents.‒









,

Ṽʙಅᎍಮဇᵍ Instructions to the engineering outfitᴾ
ʙಅᎍಮồᵍ For the engineering outfit


 㟁※ Power supply

ਦ↻ↄܭᩓ̅↞ٳˌןဇↆ↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛‒
‒

ᜩԓ‒ ↻ˌ↝ٳᩓเ⇁̅ဇↈ↺↗ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆

WARNING‒

Use a power supply of a specified rating only. Otherwise, electric shock
or fire accident may result.‒

  ὶ㟁※ࡣኪ㐃⥆⏝ࡋࡲࡍࡢ࡛ࠊᑓ⏝㟁※ࢆࡈ⏝ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
  㟁※ࡣ㸿㹁㹔㹼㸿㹁㹔ࡲࡓࡣࠊ㸿㹁㹔㹼㸿㹁㹔ࠊ࿘Ἴᩘࡣ +] ࡲࡓࡣ +] ࡛࠾࠸ࡃࡔࡉ
࠸ࠋ
Use an exclusive power supply as the clock system runs 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The power
supply should provide AC90V - AC120V or AC200V - AC240V, and its frequency should be 50Hz or 60Hz.


 㟁Ẽᕤ Electrical engineering work

‒

ᜩԓ‒

WARNING‒

ᩓเ⇽∏⇖⇁⇙∙⇡∙⇮↚ࠀↆᡂ↯Э↚⅚ᩓเᇢ↚܇ኽዴↄ↻↕ⅳ↺ᩓ
ןⅻദↆⅳↂ↗⇁ᄩᛐↆ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓ↳້↝Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
Before plugging the power cord into the wall outlet, make sure that the
power supplied to the primary terminals of the circuit breaker has a
specified voltage rating. If the rating is other than specified for QBT-30,
electric shock or fire accident may result.‒































ᴾ
ᴾ
ᴾ
ᴾ
ᴾ
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Ṽʙಅᎍಮဇᵍ Instructions to the engineering outfit
ᴾ
ʙಅᎍಮồᵍ
For the engineering outfitᴾ


‒
≛≑ӕ↹˄ↀ↗ኽዴ‡ Installation and Wiringᴾ

㸶㸬㸯 ྲྀࡾࡅࡢ⨨ Mounting position















ኳ Ceiling
 ୖ㒊Headroom  10 cm

๓ࢣ࣮ࢫࡢ㛤㛢ࡢࡓࡵࠊ
ቨ
Wall

ᕥഃୖ㒊ࢆ㸯㸮㹡㹫௨ୖ
ቨࠊኳࡽ㞳ࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
Provide a clearance of at least
10cm at the top and left of
QBT-30 to facilitate the
open-close operation of the front
door.

10 cm

ᕥഃ

Clearance
at left 


㸶㸬㸰 ྲྀࡾࡅ✰ࡢᑍἲ Mounting hole sizes



















210mm

302mm

ͤྲྀࡾࡅ⨨ࡣᒓࡢྲྀཎᑍᅗࢆ⏝ࡋࠊࢿࢪࢆ௬ᅛᐃࡍࡿࡇࡶ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
* Mark off and make the mounting holes by making use of the mounting hole drilling template
furnished. Or you may fix the mounting wood screws temporarily by making use of the
mounting hole drilling template.


,

Ṽʙಅᎍಮဇᵍ Instructions to the engineering outfitᴾ

ʙಅᎍಮồᵍ For the engineering outfit

㸶㸬㸱 ቨ㠃ࡢྲྀࡾࡅ Mounting on the wall

  ەቨ㠃ࡀࢥࣥࢡ࣮ࣜࢺࡢሙྜ Mounting on a concrete wall
ͤᕷ㈍ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㹎㹗ࣉࣛࢢ㸦ᮌࢿࢪ㹋㸲㸬㸯⏝㸧ࢆู㏵ࡈ㉎ධࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
Prepare PY plugs for M4.1 wood screws. These anchor plugs are
available on the market.

‒

ᜩԓ‒

WARNING‒

ُ᩿ⅻ⇙∙⇕∐∞⇮↝ئӳ↞⅚≳≼⇽∏⇖↗ங⇳⇞⇁Ↄ̅ဇⅾↄⅳ⅛
ங⇳⇞ↀ↝ӕ↹˄ↀ↞⅚ዌ↚ݣᘍ↾↙ⅳ↖ⅾↄⅳ⅛‒
↳ןਰѣ↙↘↖ᙌԼⅻᓳɦↆ⅚ʴ៲ʙ↚ⅳ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
If the wall is made of concrete, use PY plugs and wood screws for
mounting QBT-30. Never use the wood screws alone for mounting as
they may come off under the influence of wind pressure or vibrations to
cause fatal accidents.‒




‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒


 




























ℳ≳≼⇽∏⇖⇁‒
←ᡂ↯‒

Ⅎᆭ⇁ⅱↀ↺‒

≳≼⇽∏⇖‡‒
PY plug‒

Drill mounting
holes.‒
⇯∐∑ࢲ‒⁂⁋ ⇽∏⇖ਦ‒ܭ

Drill hole: Specified PY plug

ℴ˷Ў⇁Џૺ‒
ↈ↺‒

Drive PY plugs
into the drilled
mounting holes.

ℵ˄↝ޓங⇳⇞‒
↖ӕ↹˄ↀ↺‒

Cut off the
excess
projections.‒

Mount QBT-30,
and secure with
the wood screws
furnished.‒

ங⇳⇞‡ Wood
screw‒

ධ⥺Ꮝ

ྲྀࡾࡅᏍ

Cable entry

Mounting hole
ྲྀࡾࡅࢿࢪ ᮌࢿࢪ 

Mounting screw (wood screw)
㹎㹗ࣉࣛࢢ ቨ㠃ࡀࢥࣥࢡ࣮ࣜࢺࡢሙྜ

PY plug (in case QBT-30 is to be
installed on a concrete wall)
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Ṽʙಅᎍಮဇᵍ Instructions to the engineering outfitᴾ

ʙಅᎍಮồᵍ For the engineering outfitᴾ

  ەቨ㠃ࡀᮌࡢሙྜ Wooden wall

ࠕ ྲྀࡾࡅ✰ࡢᑍἲࠖࢆཧ↷ࡋ࡚ࠊୖ㒊㸰ࣨᡤᮌࢿࢪࢆࡡࡌ㎸ࡳࠊᮏయࢆࡅࡲࡍࠋḟỈᖹࢆ
☜ㄆࡋ࡚ୗ㒊ᮌࢿࢪࢆࡡࡌ㎸ࢇ࡛⥾ࡵࡅࡲࡍࠋ᭱ᚋୖ㒊㸰ࣨᡤࡢᮌࢿࢪࢆ⥾ࡵࡅࡲࡍࠋ
While referring to the mounting hole layout drawing in "8.2 Mounting hole sizes", tighten wood screws
into two upper mounting holes, and hook the Bell Timer on them. After making sure that the Bell Timer is
set level, provisionally tighten a wood screw into the bottom hole. Then, give a final tightening torque to
the upper two wood screws.


  ࡾྲྀەࡅࢿࢪ㸦ᮌࢿࢪ㸧ࡢ⥾ࡵࡅ Tightening-up of mounting screws (wood screws)


‒

ᜩԓ‒

WARNING‒

ᙌԼ↝ӕ↹˄ↀ⇳⇞↞җЎ↚ዸ↰˄ↀ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ዸ↰˄ↀⅻɧҗЎ
↗↳ןਰѣ↙↘↖ᙌԼⅻᓳɦↆ⅚ʴ៲ʙ↚ⅳ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
Be sure to tighten each wood screw into the anchor plug fully. If the
screws are not fastened securely, QBT-30 may come off from the wall as
the screws may loosen off under the influence of wind pressure or
vibrations, causing fatal accidents.‒




,

Ṽʙಅᎍಮဇᵍ Instructions to the engineering outfitᴾ

ʙಅᎍಮồᵍFor the engineering outfit
㸶㸬㸲 ⤖⥺ Wiring

  ⥺⤖ەసᴗࡢὀព㡯 Wiring precautions




㆙࿌

WARNING‒

ᩓเ∝ໜЈщᇢ܇Ө↚ኽዴↈ↺↗ⅼ↞⅚ᩓเ⇽∏⇖ⅻ৷ⅺ↻↕ⅳ↺
ↂ↗⇁ᄩᛐↆ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⅛‒
Prior to the wiring of the terminal blocks for power input and contact
signal output circuits, make sure that the power cord is unplugged.
You are warned against working on live circuits as they involve fatal
electric shock hazards.‒





㆙࿌

WARNING‒

ᩓเ∝ໜЈщᇢ܇Ө↧↝ኽዴ˺ಅࢸ⅚ᇢ܇Ө↝̬ᜱ⇑⇶∞⇁↱↗↝
ˮፗ↚ӕ↹˄ↀ↕ⅾↄⅳ⅛ӕ↹˄ⅳ↕ⅳ↙ⅳ↗⅚ज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ↗ⅻⅱ
↹↭ↈ⅛‒
After wiring the terminal blocks for power supply and contact signal
output circuits, be sure to replace the terminal board cover for the
protection of operators against electric shock.‒



  ە㟁※⥺ࡢ⤖⥺ Connection of power line



AC100V㹼AC120V ࡛ࡈ⏝ࡢሙྜ
Supply voltage rating: AC100V㹼AC120V

AC200V㹼AC240V ࡛ࡈ⏝ࡢሙྜ
Supply voltage rating: AC200V㹼AC240V


ᒓࡢ㸿㹁ࢥ࣮ࢻ

AC power cord
furnished




࣮ࢫ

࣮ࢫ

GND wire

GND wire


㹋㸲ᅽ╔➃Ꮚ
㸦ᒓရ㸧



M4 crimp
terminal
(furnished)



&+ &+$&9$&9&


㹋㸱ᅽ╔➃Ꮚ
㸦ᒓရ㸧

&+ &+$&9$&9&

)*

㹋㸲ᅽ╔➃Ꮚ
㸦ᒓရ㸧

M3 crimp
terminal
(furnished)


M4 crimp
terminal
(furnished)
)*



                             ͤᒓࡢ㸿㹁ࢥ࣮ࢻࡣ⏝ࡋ࡞࠸࡛ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
* For AC200V-AC240V, do not use the AC
power cord furnished.





㆙࿌

WARNING‒

ᙌԼ↝⇈∞⇟ᇢ⇟∞⇈⅚↚܇ዴⅻӕ↹˄ↀ↕ⅱ↺ↂ↗⇁ᄩᛐↆ↕ⅾ
ↄⅳ⅛⇈∞⇟ዴⅻӕ↹˄ⅳ↕ⅳ↙ⅳ↗⅚ᨦ↳ᩓ↝↗ⅼज़ᩓↈ↺ↂ
↗ⅻⅱ↹↭ↈ⊢⇈∞⇟ዴ↞⅚≧ᆔˌעɥ↝ʙ⇁࣏ᙲ↗ↆ↭ↈ↝↖⅚
ʙಅᎍ↧Ↄ̔᫂ⅾↄⅳ⅛‒
Check to see if a grounding conductor is terminated to QBT-30. If QBT
is not grounded, electric shock accident may result when the product
gets faulty or leaky. The grounding work is required to be of Class D or
higher rating, and shall be undertaken by a licensed electrician.‒






,
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 ʙಅᎍಮồᵍ For the engineering outfitᴾ


  ە᥋Ⅼฟຊࡢ⤖⥺ Wiring of contact signal output terminals
    እ㒊ᶵჾ㸦ࣈࢨ࣮࣭⺯ගⅉ࡞㸧ࢆ᥋⥆ࡍࡿሙྜ
For termination of external deices (buzzer, fluorescent luminaire, etc.)
$&9
$&9

᥋⥆ࡍࡿᶵჾࡢᐜ㔞ࢆࡼࡃ☜ࡵ
࡚ࡽ⤖⥺ࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ




Make sure of the load capacity
of equipment to be handled by
the Bell Timer before wiring.

ࣈࢨ࣮
Buzzer






↷᫂

᥋Ⅼᐜ㔞Current-carrying capacity
of contacts
㸦&+&+㸧
 $&9$㸪$&9$
 '&9$

Luminaire
&+ &+$&9$&9&


)*




㹋㸱ᅽ╔➃Ꮚ
㸦ᒓရ㸧



M3 crimp
terminals
(furnished)







  ࢆࢹ࣓ࣟەእ㒊ࢫࣆ࣮࡛࢝㬆ࡽࡍሙྜ Using an external speaker to play melodies


ࣥࣉ ู 

Amplifier (option)



࣮࢜ࢹ࢜ࢣ࣮ࣈࣝ

㸦ᕷ㈍ရ㸧
ࢫࣆ࣮࢝ ู 
Audio cable

Speaker (option)
(available on the market)




ᕪࡋ㎸ࡴ
Insert

)*
&+ &+$&9$&9&



LINE OUT











,
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ʙಅᎍಮồᵍ For the engineering outfit

  ࡢࣉࣥەධ㸭ษࢆࢱ࣐࣮ไᚚࡍࡿሙྜ ON-OFF control of amplifier by timer


ࣥࣉ ู 

Amplifier
(option)



࣮࢜ࢹ࢜ࢣ࣮ࣈࣝ

㸦ᕷ㈍ရ㸧
ࢫࣆ࣮࢝ ู 

Audio cable
Speaker (option)
(available on the market)


ࣥࣉ Amplifier
“㸿”㹑㹕



㹋㸱ᅽ╔➃Ꮚ

㸦ᒓရ㸧

M3 crimp
ࡲࡓࡣ㹁㹆㸰
or
CH2
ᕪࡋ㎸ࡴ

terminal
Insert
)*
&+ &+$&9$&9&
(furnished)

 ⛊
10 seconds


LINE OUT

LINE OUT
࣓ࣟࢹ

melody 

⛊๓ฟຊࢆ͆21͇ࡍࡿࠊ࣓ࣟࢹࡀ㬆ࡿ

 ⛊๓ࣥࣉࡢ㟁※ࢆධࢀࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ

ࣥࣉ㟁※
㸦ヲࡋࡃࡣࠕ᧯స᪉ἲࠖࢆཧ↷㸧
Amplifier power supply

By turning on the "10 SEC. ADVANCE

WARMUP" switch, you can warm up the

amplifier 10 seconds ahead of melody
playing. (For details, refer to "9. Operation"

below.)






እ㒊ࢫࣆ࣮࢝ࡢ㡢㔞ࡣࠊ㏻ᖖࡣࣛࣥฟຊࣞ࣋ࣝࢆ
᭱ࡋࡓ࠺࠼࡛ࠊእ㒊ࣥࣉࡢ࣮࣒࡛࣎ࣜࣗㄪᩚࡋ࡚
ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ

እ㒊ࣥࣉࡢ࣮࣒࣎ࣜࣗ

Volume of external
amplifier

Normally, the volume of the external speaker is adjusted
with the volume knob of the external amplifier with the
LINE OUT LEVEL knob set at MAX.
㸦᭱㸧  㸦㡢㔞ㄪᩚ㸧
(Turn to MAX.)

(Volume adj.)





,

≜≑દ˺૾ඥ‡ Operation

㸷㸬㸯 ᧯స㒊ᴫせ An outline of the control panel



ձ

ճ
մ
ղ

ն
յ
չ

պ

ռ
շ

ս
ո

ջ




ձᾮᬗ⏬㠃


ղ࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳ

ճタᐃ⏝࣎ࢱࣥ

մࢥࣆ࣮㺃ᾘཤ 

յ᭙᪥


նࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡཷಙ

շࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡไᚚ

ոࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒

չヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋ 
    պ㡢㔞


ջ᥋Ⅼฟຊไᚚ

ռࣛࣥฟຊࣞ࣋ࣝ

սࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࣜࢭࢵࢺ


㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸

⌧ᅾ้ࡸタᐃ⏬㠃ࢆ⾲♧ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
⌧ᅾ้ࡸタᐃ⏬㠃࣮ࣔࢻࢆษࡾ᭰࠼ࡲࡍࠋ
タᐃ್ࢆኚ᭦ࡋࡓࡾࠊỴᐃࡍࡿࡁ⏝ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࢆࢥࣆ࣮ࡋࡓࡾࠊᾘཤࡍࡿࡁ⏝ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࣉࣛࢢ࣒ࣛࢆᐇ⾜ࡍࡿ᭙᪥ࢆධຊࡍࡿࡁ⏝ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡢཷಙ≧ែࢆ⾲♧ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡼࡾ้ࢆཷಙࡍࡿࡁ⏝ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒ࡢᐇࠊゎ㝖⏝ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
࣓ࣟࢹࡢヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋࡢࡁ⏝ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ෆⶶࢫࣆ࣮࢝ࡢ㡢㔞ㄪᩚ⏝ࡢࢶ࣐࣑࡛ࡍࠋ
᥋Ⅼฟຊࡢไᚚ⏝ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
࣓ࣟࢹࡢฟຊࣞ࣋ࣝࡢㄪᩚ⏝ࡢࢶ࣐࣑࡛ࡍࠋ
ࢩࢫࢸ࣒యࡢࣜࢭࢵࢺ࡛ࡍࠋ


,

ձ LCD screen
ղ MODE switch
ճ SET/SELECT/CANCEL buttons
մ COPY/PASTE/CLEAR/
ALL CLEAR buttons
յ Day-of-the-week buttons
 (DAY buttons)
ն
շ
ո
չ
պ
ջ
ռ
ս

:
:

:

Displays the present time and the program setting screen.
Used for changeover of present-time display mode to and
from program setting screen display mode.
Used to change or set the parameters.

: Used to copy and clear programs.

:

LINK -Japan Only:
TIMELINK control -Japan Only- :
SUMMER TIME    
:
MELODY TEST
:
VOL
:
Dry contact output signal control :
LINE OUT LEVEL
:
SYSTEM RESET
:

Used to enter the day of the week when a program is to be
run.
Displays the TimeLink signal reception status.
Used when receiving the time-of-day signal via TimeLink.
Used to turn on/off the summer time system.
Used for trial run of melodies.
Sound volume adjusting knob for the built-in speaker.
Used for the control of contact signal output.
Melody output level adjusting knob.
Used to reset the entire system.


㸷㸬㸰 㟁※ࡢᢞධ Powering-up

㸷㸬㸰㸬㸯 㟁※ࡢᢞධ Powering-up

ṇࡋࡃ⤖⥺ࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡋࡓࡽࠊ㟁※ࣉࣛࢢࢆࢥࣥࢭࣥࢺᕪࡋ㎸ࡳࠊ㟁※ࢆᢞධࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
ᮏయ㟁※ࢫࢵࢳࡣ࠶ࡾࡲࡏࢇࡢ࡛ࠊᮏࡢ㟁※ࢆධࢀࡿࡇࡼࡾືసࢆጞࡵࡲࡍࠋ
When the wiring has been completed correctly as specified, plug the power cord into the wall outlet
to power up the Bell Timer.
The Bell Timer has no POWER switch, and it is required to close the main circuit breaker to power up
the Bell Timer system.


㸷㸬㸰㸬㸰 ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࣜࢭࢵࢺ SYSTEM RESET

㟁※ࢆᢞධࡋࡓࡽࠊᚲࡎࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࣜࢭࢵࢺࢆᢲࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
㸱㹼㸲⛊ᚋࠊᾮᬗ⏬㠃้ࡀฟࡲࡍࠋ
㸦ࡇࡢࡢ้ࡣࠊࡲࡔ⌧ᅾ้࡛ࡣ࠶ࡾࡲࡏࢇ㸧
After closing the main circuit breaker, be sure to press the SYSTEM RESET button.
In 3 to 4 seconds, the time will be displayed on the LCD screen.
(Note that the time displayed is not the present time yet.)


㸷㸬㸰㸬㸱 ࢼࣟࢢィࡢ㐠㔪 Motion of analog clock hands

㟁※ࢆᢞධࡋࡓᚋࠊ ศ௨ෆࢼࣟࢢィࡀ᪩㏦ࡾ࡛ືసࢆጞࡵࡲࡍࠋ
࡞࠾ࠊࡇࡢ᪩㏦ࡾࡣࠊᾮᬗ⏬㠃⾲♧ࡉࢀࡓ୍้⮴ࡍࡿࡲ࡛⥆ࡁࠊࡑࡢᚋ㏻ᖖືస࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋ
 ͤ᪩㏦ࡾࢆጞࡵࡓࡁࡢࢼࣟࢢィࡢ⨨ࠊᾮᬗ⏬㠃⾲♧ࡉࢀࡿ้ࡢ㛵ಀࡼࡗ࡚ࡣ
  ୍⮴ࡋࡓṆࡏࡎ᪩㏦ࡾࢆ⥆ࡅࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࡀࠊࡑࡢᚋࡧ୍⮴ࡋࡓࡁṆࡋࡲࡍࠋ
 ͤ᪩㏦ࡾࢆࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ᭱୰࡛ࡶࠊḟ࣮࣌ࢪ௨㝆ࡢ᧯సࢆࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
In one minute after closing the main circuit breaker, the hands of the analog clock will start running in
a fast feed mode.
This fast feed motion will continue until the hands are brought in synchronism with the time on the
LCD screen.
* Depending on the relationship between the fast feed start position of the analog clock hands and
the time on the LCD screen, the fast feed may continue even after coincidence of hands with the
time displayed, but will cease to continue when the coincidence occurs again.
* You can carry out the operations described in the pages to follow even while the analog clock is
running in the fast feed mode.




,

㸷㸬㸱 ⌧ᅾ้ࡢタᐃ᪉ἲ How to set the present time

㸧㸰㸮㸮㸴ᖺ㸲᭶㸰㸮᪥㸦ᮌ㸧㸯㸳㸱㸮ศタᐃࡍࡿࠋ
Ex.) To set the Bell Timer at 15:30, Thursday, April 20, 2006, follow the steps below:


㸯 ࣮ࣔࢻษ᭰ Mode select
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆ้タᐃྜࢃࡏࡲࡍࠋ
ᾮᬗ⏬㠃ࡀⅬ⁛ࡋࡲࡍࠋ



Set the MODE select switch to TIME.
The LCD screen will flicker.

㸰 タᐃ㛤ጞ Setting start
Ỵᐃ࣎ࢱࣥࢆᢲࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ᖺ᱆ࡀⅬ⁛ࡋࠊタᐃࡀྍ⬟࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋ



Press the SET button.
The year digits will flicker to show readiness for
setting.

㸱 ⌧ᅾ᪥ࡢタᐃCalendar setting
ᖺ᭶᪥ศ⛊ࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ


タᐃ᱆ࡢ್ࢆࠕ㸯ࠖቑຍ
Increment the setting digit.

Set the year, month, date, hour, minute and
seconds.
࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

 ᖺ᱆㸸㹼 ᖺࡢ⠊ᅖ࡛ୗ㸰᱆
ࢆタᐃࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
᱆㸸㸰㸲ไ࡛タᐃࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
᭙᪥㸸⮬ືⓗタᐃࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ

タᐃ᱆ Ⅼ⁛ ࡢ⛣ື
Used to shift the flickering digit
(setting digit).

[Precautions on data entry]
Year digits
: Enter two least significant digits
within the range of 2000 to
2099.
Time digits
: Enter the data in the 24-hour
format.
Day of the week : Automatically set.

㸲 ࢝࢘ࣥࢺࢫࢱ࣮ࢺ Count start
ሗ➼ྜࢃࡏ࡚Ỵᐃࢆᢲࡋࡲࡍࠋ
Ỵᐃࢆᢲࡋࡓࢱ࣑ࣥࢢࡽࠊෆ㒊ィࡀ࢝࢘
ࣥࢺࢆ㛤ጞࡋࡲࡍࠋ

タᐃ᱆ࡢ್ࢆࠕ㸯ࠖῶᑡ
Decrement the setting digit.



Press the SET button in tune with the time signal.
As soon as the SET button is pressed, the built-in
clock will start counting.

㸳 タᐃ⤊ End of setting
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆ㏻ᖖᡠࡋࡲࡍࠋ
㏻ᖖ࡛࡞࠸ሙྜࠊࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛືసࢆᐇ⾜ࡋࡲࡏ
ࢇࠋ
ࢼࣟࢢィࡣࠊࢹࢪࢱࣝィ㐃ືࡋ࡚ࠊ⮬
ືⓗㄪ㔪ࡋࡲࡍࠋ



Set the MODE switch back to NORMAL.
Unless the MODE switch is at NORMAL, the system
will not perform any programmed operation.
The hands of the analog clock will be corrected
automatically as interlocked with the digital clock.

ͤ ᪥タᐃ㸦㸱⌧ᅾ᪥ࡢタᐃ㸧ࢆ୰Ṇࡍࡿࡣࠊ 
࢟ࣕࣥࢭࣝࢆᢲࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
To abort the setting of time and date ("3. Calendar
setting"), give a push to the CANCEL button.


,

 㸷㸬㸲 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢタᐃ᪉ἲ How to set the program

㸷㸬㸲㸬㸯 㐌㛫ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ Weekly program

㸯㐌㛫ࡢ௵ពࡢ้ࠊ࣓ࣟࢹ㬆ື࣭᥋Ⅼฟຊࡢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࢆసᡂࡋࠊᐇ⾜ࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
௨ୗࡢ㸱✀㢮ࡢ㐌㛫ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࢆࠕ᭱㸴㸮ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࠖࡲ࡛タᐃྍ⬟࡛ࡍࠋ
It is possible to prepare and run a program that plays melodies and delivers dry contact output
signals at any scheduled times of a week.
Up to 60 programs of the following three types can be set for QBT-30.


ձ㸯㐌㛫ࡢ௵ពࡢ้ࠊ࣓ࣟࢹࢆ㬆ࡽࡍࠋ

Ѝ㹎㸰㸮
ղ㸯㐌㛫ࡢ௵ពࡢ้ࠊ᥋Ⅼฟຊࢆ⾜࠺ࠋ 

Ѝ㹎㸰㸰
ճ㸯㐌㛫ࡢ௵ពࡢ้ࠊ࣓ࣟࢹࢆ㬆ࡽࡋࠊ᥋Ⅼฟຊࢆ⾜࠺ࠋЍ㹎㸰㸲
ձ Playing a melody at any scheduled time of a week
ղ Generating dry contact output signal at any scheduled time of a week
ճ Carrying out the playing of a melody and the generation of a dry
contact output signal at any scheduled time of a week

Ѝ P.20
Ѝ P.22
ЍP.24


㸫࣓ࣟࢹ Melodies㸫
࣭ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ࣓ࣟࢹࡣࠊୗ⾲ࡢ㸯㸮᭤࡛ࡍࠋ
The programmable melodies are of the following 10 tunes:


0(/2'<1R











᭤ྡTitle of music
࢙࢘ࢫࢺ࣑ࣥࢫࢱ࣮ࡢ㚝 Westminster Chime
࢚࣮ࢹࣝ࣡ࢫ Edelweiss
ᑠࡉ࡞ᜊࡢ࣓ࣟࢹ Melody Fair
ࢳ࣒ࢳ࣒㺃ࢳ࢙࣮ࣜ Chim Chim Cheree
ࣅࣅࢹ㺃ࣂࣅࢹ㺃ࣈ࣮ Bibbidi-Babbidi-Boo
ኤ↝ࡅᑠ↝ࡅ Yuyake Koyake
ᐙ㊰ Going Home
ูࢀࡢ᭤ Etude Op.10,No.3
⨾ዪ㔝⋇ Beauty and the Beast
㺃࣮࣍ࣝ㺃ࢽ࣮ࣗ㺃࣮࣡ࣝࢻ A Whole New World

᭤ࡢ㛗ࡉLength
 ⛊sec.
 ⛊sec.
 ⛊sec.
 ⛊sec.
 ⛊sec.
 ⛊sec.
 ⛊sec.
 ⛊sec.
 ⛊sec.
 ⛊sec.


࣭ෆⶶࢫࣆ࣮࢝ࡢ㡢㔞ㄪ⠇ࡣࠊ㡢㔞ࢶ࣐࣑࡛タᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ
࣭እ㒊ࢫࣆ࣮࢝ࡢ㡢㔞ㄪᩚࡣࠊࣛࣥฟຊࣞ࣋ࣝࢶ࣐࣑ࢆ᭱ࡋࡓ࠺࠼࡛ࠊእ㒊ࣥࣉࡢ࣮࣒࣎ࣜࣗ
 ࡛タᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ
࣭ The volume of the built-in speaker can be adjusted with the VOL. knob.
࣭ Normally, the volume of the external speaker is adjusted with the volume knob of the external
amplifier with the LINE OUT LEVEL knob set at MAX.



㸫᥋Ⅼฟຊ Dry contact output signal㸫
࣭እ㒊ࡢᶵჾࢆࢱ࣐࣮ືసࡉࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
࣭᥋Ⅼฟຊࡣ㸰ࢳࣕࣥࢿࣝ㸦㹁㹆㸯㸭㹁㹆㸰㸧࡛ࠊࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡈฟຊ㹁㹆ࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ
࣭ฟຊ㹁㹆ࡣࠊࠕ㹁㹆㸯ࡢࡳฟຊࠖࠕ㹁㹆㸰ࡢࡳฟຊࠖࠕ㹁㹆㸯࣭㸰୧᪉ฟຊࠖࡽ㑅ᢥࡍࡿࡇࡀ
࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
࣭ External devices can be controlled by QBT-30 via dry contact output signals.
࣭ The dry contact output signals are available in 2 output channels (CH1/CH2), and any of these
channels can be assigned to each specific program.
࣭ The dry contact output signal can be delivered through CH1 alone or CH2 alone, or through
both CH1 and CH2.



,


㸷㸬㸲㸬㸰 ࣓ࣟࢹ㬆ື Playing the melodies

㸧ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸱௨ୗࡢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࢆタᐃࡍࡿሙྜ
᭙᪥࣭㛤ጞ้ 㸸᭶᭙᪥㹼㔠᭙᪥ࡢ㸶㸸㸲㸳
࣓ࣟࢹ
㸸㹌㹭㸬㸰㸦࢚࣮ࢹࣝ࣡ࢫ㸧ࢆ㬆ࡽࡍ
᥋Ⅼฟຊ
㸸࡞ࡋ
Ex.) To schedule Program No. 3 as follows:
Day of the week and start time
: 8:45 every weekday
Melody
: No. 2 (Edelweiss)
Dry contact output signal
: None


㸯 ࣮ࣔࢻษ᭰ Mode select
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃྜࢃࡏࡲ
ࡍࠋ㸦ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸯ࡀ⾲♧ࡉࢀࡲࡍ㸧
Set the MODE switch to PROGRAM.
No.1 will be displayed.)



(Program

㸰 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬タᐃ



Program No. select
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸱ࢆ㑅ࡧࠊỴᐃࢆᢲࡋ࡚ධ
ຊࢆ㛤ጞࡋࡲࡍࠋ
Select Program No. 3, and press the SET button
to start entry of data.

㸱 ᭙᪥タᐃ Day-of-the-week select
᭙᪥࣎ࢱ࡛ࣥ᭶㹼㔠᭙᪥ࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ


>㸫@㸸タᐃ
[-]: denotes
"selected"
status.

Select the days of the week (Mon.-Fri.) using the
corresponding DAY buttons.
࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

ྛ᭙᪥࣎ࢱࣥࡣᢲࡍᗘࠊ
ࠕタᐃࠖࠕᮍタᐃࠖ
ࢆ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
[Precautions on the data entry]
The status of each specific day of the week will
be toggled between "selected [ - ]" and
"deselected [ ]" every time when the DAY
button is pressed.

㸲 㛤ጞ้タᐃ Start time select
㛤ጞ้㸶㸲㸳ศࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ


タᐃ᱆ࡢ್ࢆࠕ㸯ࠖቑຍ
Increment the selected digit.

Select the start time at 8:45.
࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

᱆ࡣࠊ㸰㸲ไ࡛タᐃࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
[Precautions on data entry]
Select the hours digits in the 24-hour format.

タᐃ᱆ Ⅼ⁛ ࡢ⛣ື
Used to shift the flickering
digit (selected digit).
タᐃ᱆ࡢ್ࢆࠕ㸯ࠖῶᑡ
Decrement the selected digit.

㸳 ࣓ࣟࢹタᐃ Melody select
࣓ࣟࢹ㹌㹭㸬㸰ࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ



Select Melody No. 2.




,



㸴 Ỵᐃ Setting
タᐃෆᐜࢆ☜ㄆࡋࡓᚋࠊỴᐃࢆᢲࡋࡲࡍࠋ



After making sure that the data items selected are
correct, press the SET button.


ᮍタᐃ㡯┠ࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜࠊᾮᬗ⏬㠃యࡀⅬ⁛ࡋ
ࡲࡍࠋࡶ࠺୍ᗘࠊタᐃෆᐜࢆࡈ☜ㄆࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
ձ᭙᪥ࡀタᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
ղ࣓ࣟࢹ㹌㹭㸬ࡀタᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
If there are any data items yet to be selected, the
entire LCD screen will flash. Again check the data
items selected.
ձ Are the days of the week selected?
ղ Is Melody No. selected?

㸵 タᐃ⤊End of setting
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆ㏻ᖖᡠࡋࡲࡍࠋ
㏻ᖖ࡛࡞࠸ሙྜࠊࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛືసࢆᐇ⾜ࡋࡲࡏ
ࢇࠋ



Turn the MODE switch back to NORMAL.
Unless the MODE switch is selected at NORMAL,
the program will not work.

ͤ ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃ㸦㸱᭙᪥タᐃ㹼㸳࣓ࣟࢹタ
ᐃ㸧ࢆ㏵୰࡛୰Ṇࡍࡿࡣࠊ࢟ࣕࣥࢭࣝࢆᢲࡋ
࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ



To abort programming ("3. Day-of-the-week
select" through "5. Melody select") halfway, press
the CANCEL button.

ͤ ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃ୰ࠊヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋࢆᢲࡍタᐃ୰
ࡢ࣓ࣟࢹࢆ㬆ࡽࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ



By pressing the MELODY TEST button during
programming, you can play a melody being
selected.
























,

㸷㸬㸲㸬㸱 ᥋Ⅼฟຊไᚚ Dry contact output signal control

㸧ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸲௨ୗࡢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࢆタᐃࡍࡿሙྜ
᭙᪥࣭㛤ጞ้ 㸸ᅵ࣭᪥᭙᪥ࡢ㸯㸲㸸㸮㸮
࣓ࣟࢹ
㸸࡞ࡋ
᥋Ⅼฟຊ
㸸㹁㹆㸯ࡽ㸲㛫㸦㸯㸲㸸㸮㸮㹼㸯㸶㸸㸮㸮㸧ฟຊࡍࡿ
Ex.) To schedule Program No. 4 as follows:
Day of the week and start time
: 14:00 on Sat. and Sun.
Melody
: None
Dry contact output signal
: Output from CH1 for 4 hours (14:00 - 18:00)


㸯 ࣮ࣔࢻษ᭰ Mode select
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃྜࢃࡏࡲ
ࡍࠋ㸦ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸯ࡀ⾲♧ࡉࢀࡲࡍ㸧



Select the MODE switch at PROGRAM.
(Program No. 1 will be displayed.)

㸰 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬タᐃ



Program No. select
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸲ࢆ㑅ࡧࠊỴᐃࢆᢲࡋ࡚ධ
ຊࢆ㛤ጞࡋࡲࡍࠋ
Select Program No. 4, and press the SET button
to start entry of data.

㸱 ᭙᪥タᐃ Day-of-the-week select
᭙᪥࣎ࢱ࡛ࣥᅵ࣭᪥᭙᪥ࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ


>㸫@㸸タᐃ
[-]: denotes
"selected"
status.

Select Sat. and Sun. by pressing respective DAY
buttons.


࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

ྛ᭙᪥࣎ࢱࣥࡣᢲࡍᗘࠊ
ࠕタᐃࠖࠕᮍタᐃࠖ
ࢆ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
[Precautions on data entry]
The status of each specific day of the week will be
toggled between "selected" [ - ] and "deselected"
[ ] every time when its DAY button is pressed.

㸲 㛤ጞ้タᐃ Start time select
㛤ጞ้㸯㸲㸮㸮ศࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ


タᐃ᱆ࡢ್ࢆࠕ㸯ࠖቑຍ
Increment the setting digit.

Select the start time at 14:00.
࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

᱆ࡣࠊ㸰㸲ไ࡛タᐃࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
[Precautions on data entry]
Select the hours digits in the 24-hour format.
タᐃ᱆ࡢ್ࢆࠕ㸯ࠖῶᑡ
Decrement the setting digit.

㸳 ࣓ࣟࢹ㹌㹭㸬ྲྀࡾᾘࡋ

タᐃ᱆ Ⅼ⁛ ࡢ⛣ື
Used to shift the
flickering digit (setting
digit).



Melody No. deselect
࣓ࣟࢹ㹌㹭㸬ࢆ㹙㸫㹛ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
㹙㸫㹛ࡢሙྜࠊ㛤ጞ้࡞ࡗ࡚ࡶ࣓ࣟࢹࡣ
㬆ࡾࡲࡏࢇࠋ
Deselect the melody No. The status of that
melody No. will be turned "deselected [ - ]".
If the melody No. is deselected, it will not be
played even when the start time is reached.




,

㸴 ฟຊ㹁㹆タᐃ Output channel select
ฟຊ㹁㹆ࢆ㹁㹆Xタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ



Select CHX as output channel.

࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

ฟຊ㹁㹆ࡣࠊ㸲✀㢮ࡽタᐃྍ⬟࡛ࡍࠋ
㹁㹆㸯ࡢࡳฟຊ  㸸>㹁㹆X@
㹁㹆㸰ࡢࡳฟຊ  㸸>㹁㹆Y@
㹁㹆㸯࣭㸰୧᪉ฟຊ㸸>㹁㹆XY@
ฟຊ࡞ࡋ     㸸>㹁㹆 @㸦⾲♧࡞ࡋ㸧
[Precautions on data entry]
The following four combinations of outputs are available:
CH1 output only
: [CHX]
CH2 output only
: [CHY]
Output from both CH1 and CH2 : [CHXY]
No output
: [CH ](no indication)

㸵 ฟຊ㛫タᐃ Output duration select
ฟຊ㛫ࢆ㸲K㸮㸮P㸮㸮V タᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ



Select the output duration at 4h00m00s.
࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

ฟຊ㛫ࡣࠊ㸯⛊㛫㹼㸰㸲㛫ࡲ࡛タᐃ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
[Precautions on data entry]
The output duration can be selected within the range of 1
second to 24 hours.

㸶 Ỵᐃ Setting
タᐃෆᐜࢆ☜ㄆࡋࡓᚋࠊỴᐃࢆᢲࡋࡲࡍࠋ



After making sure that the data items selected are correct,
press the SET button.

ᮍタᐃ㡯┠ࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜࠊᾮᬗ⏬㠃యࡀⅬ⁛ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࡶ࠺୍ᗘタᐃෆᐜࢆࡈ☜ㄆࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
ձ᭙᪥ࡀタᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
ղฟຊ㹁㹆ࡀタᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
ճฟຊ㛫ࡀ㸮K㸮㸮P㸮㸮V ࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡲࡏࢇ㸽
If there are any data items yet to be selected, the entire
LCD screen will flash. Again check the data items selected.
ձ Are the days of the week selected?
ղ Are output channels selected?
ճ Isn't the output duration selected at 0h00m00s?

㸷 タᐃ⤊ End of setting
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆ㏻ᖖᡠࡋࡲࡍࠋ
㏻ᖖ࡛࡞࠸ሙྜࠊࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛືసࢆᐇ⾜ࡋࡲࡏࢇࠋ



Turn the MODE switch back to NORMAL.
Unless the MODE switch is selected at NORMAL, the
program will not work.

ͤ ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃ㸦㸱᭙᪥タᐃ㹼㸵ฟຊ㛫タᐃ㸧ࢆ 
㏵୰࡛୰Ṇࡍࡿࡣࠊ࢟ࣕࣥࢭࣝࢆᢲࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
To abort programming ("3. Day-of-the-week select"
through "7. Output duration select") halfway, press the
CANCEL button.








,


㸷㸬㸲㸬㸲 ࣓ࣟࢹ㬆ື᥋Ⅼฟຊไᚚ Control of melody playing and dry contact output signal

㸧ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸳௨ୗࡢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࢆタᐃࡍࡿሙྜ
᭙᪥࣭㛤ጞ้ 㸸᭶࣭Ỉ࣭㔠᭙᪥ࡢ㸯㸵㸸㸱㸮
࣓ࣟࢹ
㸸㹌㹭㸬㸵㸦ᐙ㊰㸧ࢆ㬆ࡽࡍ
᥋Ⅼฟຊ
㸸㹁㹆㸰ࡽ㸳㸮⛊㛫ฟຊࡍࡿ㸦ࣥࣉ㉳ື㸧
Ex.) To schedule Program No. 5 as follows:
Day of the week and start time
: 17:30 on Mon., Wed. and Fri.
Melody
: No. 7 (Going Home)
Dry contact signal output
: Output from CH2 for 50 sec. (amplifier activated)


㸯 ࣮ࣔࢻษ᭰Mode select
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃྜࢃࡏࡲ
ࡍࠋ



Select the MODE switch at PROGRAM.

㸰 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬タᐃ



Program No. select
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸳ࢆ㑅ࡧࠊỴᐃࢆᢲࡋ࡚ධ
ຊࢆ㛤ጞࡋࡲࡍࠋ
Select Program No. 5, and press the SET button
to start entry of data.

㸱 ᭙᪥タᐃ Day-of-the-week select

᭙᪥࣎ࢱ࡛ࣥ᭶࣭Ỉ࣭㔠᭙᪥ࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ
Select Mon., Wed., and Fri. by pressing respective
DAY buttons.

>㸫@㸸タᐃ
[-]: denotes
"selected"
status.

࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

ྛ᭙᪥࣎ࢱࣥࡣᢲࡍᗘࠊ
ࠕタᐃࠖࠕᮍタᐃࠖ
ࢆ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
[Precautions on data entry]
The status of each specific day of the week will be
toggled between "selected" [ - ] and "deselected"
[ ] every time when its DAY button is pressed.

㸲 㛤ጞ้タᐃ Start time select
㛤ጞ้㸯㸵㸱㸮ศࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ

タᐃ᱆ࡢ್ࢆࠕ㸯ࠖቑຍ
Increment the setting digit.

Select the start time at 17:30.
࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

᱆ࡣࠊ㸰㸲ไ࡛タᐃࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
[Precautions on data entry]
Select the hours digits in the 24-hour format.
タᐃ᱆ࡢ್ࢆࠕ㸯ࠖῶᑡ
Decrement the setting digit.

㸳 ࣓ࣟࢹタᐃ Melody select
࣓ࣟࢹ㹌㹭㸬㸵ࢆタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ

タᐃ᱆ Ⅼ⁛ ࡢ⛣ື
Used to shift the
flickering digit
(setting digit).



Select Melody No. 7.





,



㸴 ฟຊ㹁㹆タᐃ Output channel select
ฟຊ㹁㹆ࢆ㹁㹆Yタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ



Select CHY as output channel.

࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

ฟຊ㹁㹆ࡣࠊ㸲✀㢮ࡽタᐃྍ⬟࡛ࡍࠋ
㹁㹆㸯ࡢࡳฟຊ  㸸>㹁㹆X@
㹁㹆㸰ࡢࡳฟຊ  㸸>㹁㹆Y@
㹁㹆㸯࣭㸰୧᪉ฟຊ㸸>㹁㹆XY@
ฟຊ࡞ࡋ     㸸>㹁㹆 @㸦⾲♧࡞ࡋ㸧
[Precautions on data entry]
The following four combinations of outputs are available:
CH1 output only
: [CHX]
CH2 output only
: [CHY]
Output from both CH1 and CH2 : [CHXY]
No output
: [CH ](no indication)

㸵 ฟຊ㛫タᐃ Output duration select
ฟຊ㛫ࢆ㸮K㸮㸮P㸳㸮V タᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ



Select the output duration at 0h00m50s.
࠙ධຊࡢὀពࠚ

ฟຊ㛫ࡣࠊ㸯⛊㛫㹼㸰㸲㛫ࡲ࡛タᐃ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
᭤ࡢ㛗ࡉࡼࡾࡶᑡࡋ㛗ࡵタᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ
[Precautions on data entry]
The output duration can be selected within the range of 1
second to 24 hours.
The output duration should be made a little longer than the
playing time of the music piece.

㸶 Ỵᐃ Setting
タᐃෆᐜࢆ☜ㄆࡋࡓᚋࠊỴᐃࢆᢲࡋࡲࡍࠋ



After making sure that the data items selected are correct,
press the SET button.

ᮍタᐃ㡯┠ࡀ࠶ࡿሙྜࠊᾮᬗ⏬㠃యࡀⅬ⁛ࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࡶ࠺୍ᗘタᐃෆᐜࢆࡈ☜ㄆࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
ձ᭙᪥ࡀタᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
ղ࣓ࣟࢹ㹌㹭㸬ࡀタᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
ճฟຊ㹁㹆ࡀタᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
մฟຊ㛫ࡀ㸮K㸮㸮P㸮㸮V ࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡲࡏࢇ㸽
If there are any data items yet to be selected, the entire
LCD screen will flash. Again check the data items selected.
ձ Are the days of the week selected?
ղ Is Melody No. selected?
ճ Are output channels selected?
մ Isn't the output duration selected at 0h00m00s?

㸷 タᐃ⤊ End of setting
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆ㏻ᖖᡠࡋࡲࡍࠋ
㏻ᖖ࡛࡞࠸ሙྜࠊࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛືసࢆᐇ⾜ࡋࡲࡏࢇࠋ



Turn the MODE switch back to NORMAL.
Unless the MODE switch is selected at NORMAL, the
program will not work.

ͤ ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃ㸦㸱᭙᪥タᐃ㹼㸵ฟຊ㛫タᐃ㸧ࢆ
㏵୰࡛୰Ṇࡍࡿࡣࠊ࢟ࣕࣥࢭࣝࢆᢲࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ



To abort programming ("3. Day-of-the-week select"
through "7. Output duration select") halfway, press the
CANCEL button.

ͤ ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃ୰ࠊヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋࢆᢲࡍタᐃ୰ࡢ࣓ࣟ
ࢹࢆ㬆ࡽࡍࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ



By pressing the MELODY TEST button during
programming, you can play a melody being selected.


,


㸷㸬㸲㸬㸳 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢࢥࣆ࣮ How to copy a program

㸧ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸱㸦タᐃ῭㸧ࢆ㹌㹭㸬㸴㸦✵㸧ࢥࣆ࣮ࡍࡿࠋ
Ex.) To copy the data "from Program No. 3 (done)" "to Program No. 6 (empty)", follow the steps
below:


㸯 ࣮ࣔࢻษ᭰ Mode select
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃྜࢃࡏࡲ
ࡍࠋ



Select the MODE switch at PROGRAM.

㸰 ࢥࣆ࣮ඖࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃ



"From-program" select
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹍㸬㸱ࢆ㑅ࡧࡲࡍࠋ
Select Program No. 3 as a "from-program."

㸱 ࢥࣆ࣮ Copying
ࢥࣆ࣮ࢆᢲࡋࡲࡍࠋ
⏬㠃ࡀⅬ⁛ࡋࠊࢥࣆ࣮ࡋࡓࡇࢆ࠾▱ࡽࡏࡋࡲ
ࡍࠋ



Press the COPY button. When the copying is
done, the LCD screen will flash.

㸲 ࢥࣆ࣮ඛࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃ



"To-program" select
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹍㸬㸴ࢆ㑅ࡧࡲࡍࠋ
Select Program No. 6 as a "to-program."

㸳 ㈞ࡾࡅ Pasting

㈞ࡾࡅࢆᢲࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹍㸬㸱ࡢෆᐜࡀࠊࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ 1R
ࢥࣆ࣮ࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ
㈞ࡾࡅᚋࠊᚲせ࡞㒊ศࢆኚ᭦ࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
Press the PASTE.
Program No. 3 will be pasted to Program No. 6.
After pasting the data, correct it if necessary.





,


㸷㸬㸲㸬㸴 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢᾘཤ How to clear a program

㸧ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸳ࢆᾘཤࡍࡿࠋ
Ex.) To clear Program No. 5, follow the steps below:


㸯 ࣮ࣔࢻษ᭰ Mode select
࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃྜࢃࡏࡲ
ࡍࠋ



Select the MODE switch at PROGRAM.

㸰 ᾘཤࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃ



Selecting a program to be cleared
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹌㹭㸬㸳ࢆ㑅ࡧࡲࡍࠋ
Select Program No. 5.

㸱 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛෆᐜᾘཤ



Clearing the program data
ᾘཤࢆ㛗ᢲࡋࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛෆᐜࡀᾘཤࡉࢀࡲࡍ
Hold down the CLEAR button for a while.
The program data will be cleared.




㸷㸬㸲㸬㸵 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢᾘཤ How to clear all the selected programs

㸯 ࣮ࣔࢻษ᭰ Mode select

࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࢆࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛタᐃྜࢃࡏࡲ
ࡍࠋ
Select the MODE switch at PROGRAM.

㸰 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛᾘཤ All clear
ᾘཤࢆ㛗ᢲࡋࡋࡲࡍ
タᐃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ࡚ࡢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡀᾘཤࡉࢀ
ࡲࡍࠋ



Hold down the ALL CLEAR button for a while.
All the programs selected will be cleared.





,


㸷㸬㸳 ᥋Ⅼฟຊ᪉ἲࡢษ᭰ Changeover of dry contact signal output mode





ڦฟຊ᪉ἲࡢษ᭰ Changeover of output mode

᥋Ⅼฟຊ㹁㹆㸯㸭㸰ྛࠎࡘ࠸࡚ࠊฟຊ᪉ἲࢆ⮬ື㸭ษ㸭ᡭືࡽ㑅ᢥࡍࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ

⮬ື 㸸ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛᚑࡗࡓ᥋Ⅼฟຊࢆ⾜࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
 ษ 㸸ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㛵ಀ࡞ࡃࠊ᥋ⅬฟຊࢆᙉไⓗṆࡉࡏࡲࡍࠋ
ᡭື 㸸ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㛵ಀ࡞ࡃࠊ᥋Ⅼฟຊࢆᙉไⓗ⾜࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
For each of the dry contact output channels CH1 and CH2, any one of
the following modes can be selected:
AUTO
OFF
MANUAL

: Contact output is generated according to a program in action.
: Forces contact output off without regards to programs.
: Forces contact output on without regard to programs.




ڦ㸯㸮⛊๓ฟຊ10 sec. advance warm-up

ฟຊ᪉ἲࡀ⮬ືࡢሙྜࡢࡳ᭷ຠ࡛ࡍࠋ
㸯㸮⛊๓ฟຊࢫࢵࢳࡀධࡢࠊࣉࣟࢢ࣒࡛ࣛタᐃࡉࢀࡓ㛤ጞ้
ࡢ㸯㸮⛊๓ࡽฟຊࡋࡲࡍࠋ
The switch is enabled only when the output mode is AUTO.
When the -10sec. switch is ON, an output will be generated 10 seconds
ahead of the start time preset in the program.


㸧 Ex.)

 









ᕥᅗࡢタᐃࡢሙྜࠊ㹁㹆㸯ࡽࡣ
㸷㸳㸷ศ㸳㸮⛊㹼㸯㸮㸱㸮ศ㸮㸮⛊ࡢ
ࠕ㸱㸮ศ㸯㸮⛊㛫ࠖฟຊࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ
With the settings at left, an output will be
generated for 30min.10sec. from 9:59:50 to
10:30:00.


,


㸷㸬㸴 ࣓ࣟࢹࡢヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋ Melody test

㸧࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࡀ㏻ᖖ୰ࠊ㹋㹃㹊㹍㹂㹗1R㸦ኤ↝ࡅᑠ↝ࡅ㸧ࡢヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋࢆ⾜࠺ࠋ
Ex.) To play Melody No. 6 (Yuyake-Koyake) with the MODE switch selected at NORMAL,
follow the steps below:



㸯 ࣮ࣔࢻษ᭰ Mode select
࣓ࣟࢹࡢヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋࡣࠊ࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࡀ
㏻ᖖ࡛⾜࠺ࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
Melody test can be made with the MODE switch
at NORMAL.

㸰 ヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋ࣮ࣔࢻࡢ⛣⾜



Activation of melody test mode
ヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋࢆᢲࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ᾮᬗ⏬㠃ࠕ㹋㹃㹊㹍㹂㹗㹌㹭㸬㸯ࠖࡀⅬ⁛
⾲♧ࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ
Press the MELODY TEST button.
"MELODY NO. 1" will flash on the LCD screen.

㸱 ࣓ࣟࢹ㑅ᢥ Melody select
࣓ࣟࢹ㹌㹭㸬㸴ࢆ㑅ᢥࡋࡲࡍࠋ



Select Melody No. 6.

㸲 ヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋ㛤ጞ Melody test
ヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋࢆᢲࡍࠊ࣓ࣟࢹ㹌㹭㸬㸴㸦ኤ↝
ࡅᑠ↝ࡅ㸧ࡀ㬆ࡾࡲࡍࠋ
ヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋ୰ࠊᗘヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋࢆᢲࡍṆࡋ
ࡲࡍࠋ



Press the MELODY TEST button, and Melody No.
6 (Yuyake-Koyake) will be played.
When the MELODY TEST button is pressed again
during melody test, the melody test will be toggled
off.

㸳 ヨࡋ㬆ࡽࡋ࣮ࣔࢻࡢ⤊



End of melody test mode
ࠕ㸯ศ㛫ࠖࡢࢫࢵࢳࡶᢲࡉ࡞࠸ࠊᾮᬗ⏬
㠃ࡢࠕ㹋㹃㹊㹍㹂㹗㹌㹭㸬
ࠖࡀ⮬ືⓗᾘ࠼ࡲ
ࡍࠋ
If none of the switches have been pressed for one
minute, "MELODY NO." will disappear from the
LCD screen.




,


㸷㸬㸵 ࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒ࡢタᐃ᪉ἲ How to set the summer time

ࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒ࡢタᐃ᪉ἲࡣࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢫࢵࢳࡢ≧ែࡼࡗ࡚␗࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋ
The procedure for setting up the summer time varies depending on the status of the TIME LINK
switch.


ື⮬ڦタᐃ Auto mode –Japan Only
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢫࢵࢳࡀධࡢࠊࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒ࡣ⮬ືⓗタᐃࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡘ࠸࡚ࡢヲ⣽ࡣࠊࠗ㸷㸫㸶ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ࠘ࢆཧ↷ࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ


ڦᡭືタᐃ Manual mode

ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢫࢵࢳࡀษࡢࠊࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒࣎ࢱࣥ᧯స࡛ᡭື࡛タᐃࡋࡲࡍࠋ
When the TIME LINK switch is OFF, the summer time needs to be set manually.



ձࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒ࡢ㛤ጞ Start of summer time

ࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒࣎ࢱࣥࢆ㛗ᢲࡋࡋࡲࡍࠋ
Hold down the SUMMER TIME button for a ࠕ6800(57,0(ࠖ⾲♧
"SUMMER TIME"
while.
displayed



ࢹࢪࢱࣝィ㸸㸩㸯㛫
ࢼࣟࢢィ㸸㸯㛫᪩㏦ࡾ
ᾮᬗ⏬㠃  㸸ࠕ6800(57,0(ࠖ⾲♧
Digital clock
Analog clock
LCD screen

: +1 hour
: Fast feed by 1 hour.
: "SUMMER TIME" displayed



ղࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒ࡢ⤊ End of summer time

ࢧ࣐࣮ࢱ࣒࣎ࢱࣥࢆ㸯⛊㛫ᢲࡋࡲࡍࠋ
ࠕ6800(57,0(ࠖᾘཤ
"SUMMER TIME"
disappears.

Hold down the SUMMER TIME button for 1
second.



ࢹࢪࢱࣝィ㸸㸫㸯㛫
ࢼࣟࢢィ㸸㸯㸯㛫᪩㏦ࡾ
ᾮᬗ⏬㠃  㸸ࠕ6800(57,0(ࠖᾘཤ
Digital clock
Analog clock
LCD screen

: -1 hour
: Fast feed by 11 hours
: "SUMMER TIME" disappears




,


㸷㸬㸶 ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ–Japan

Only-


㸷㸬㸶㸬㸯 ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡣ

ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡣࠊᶆ‽㟁Ἴࡽྲྀᚓࡋࡓṇ☜࡞้ࢆ↓⥺ࢆࡗ࡚ఏ㐩ࡍࡿࢩࢫࢸ࣒࡛ࡍࠋ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡇ࡛ࠊᖖṇ☜࡞้࡛ືసࡋࡲࡍࠋ


ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢆ⏝ࡍࡿࡣ௨ୗࡢ㸰ࡘࡢ᪉ἲࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋ


ࢡ࣒ࣥࣜࢱڦ㏦ಙᶵ㹘㸿㸱㸮㸱㹌ࢆ⏝

  ᘓ≀ෆࡢ❆㝿㹘㸿㸱㸮㸱㹌ࢆ⨨ࡁࠊᶆ‽㟁Ἴࢆཷಙࡋࡲࡍࠋ
  ᒇෆࡣࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ࡛ࠊ⣙㸲㸮㹫ࡢఏ㐩ࡀྍ⬟࡛ࡍࠋ㸦㞀ᐖ≀ࡢ࡞࠸ሙྜ㸧


 ᶆ‽㟁Ἴ
ᒇෆ

ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ

=$1






㞀ᐖ≀ࡢ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ⣙㸲㸮㹫
❆





  㞀ᐖ≀ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࡾࠊ㊥㞳ࡀ㐲࠸࡞ࡢ⌮⏤࡛ࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡢ㟁Ἴࡀᒆ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ
㏵୰㹘㸿㸱㸮㸱㹌ࢆ⨨࠸࡚ࠊ୰⥅ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡶ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ



ᒇෆ
 ᶆ‽㟁Ἴ


ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ







❆




,


ڦ㛗Ἴཷಙჾ㹑㹊㹐㸫㸰㸮㸯ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࣉࣟ୰⥅ჾ㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࢆ⏝

  ᘓ≀ෆࡢ❆㝿࡛ᶆ‽㟁Ἴࡀཷಙ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊᒇእ㹑㹊㹐㸫㸰㸮㸯ࢆྲྀࡾࡅࡲࡍࠋ
  ᒇෆࡣ㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࢆ⏝ࡋࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ࡛ࠊ⣙㸲㸮㹫ࡢఏ㐩ࡀྍ⬟࡛ࡍࠋ㸦㞀ᐖ≀ࡢ࡞࠸ሙྜ㸧


 ᶆ‽㟁Ἴ




6/5



ᒇෆ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࣉࣟ



ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ




6:


㞀ᐖ≀ࡢ࡞࠸ሙྜࠊ⣙㸲㸮㹫

❆




  㞀ᐖ≀ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࡾࠊ㊥㞳ࡀ㐲࠸࡞ࡢ⌮⏤࡛ࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡢ㟁Ἴࡀᒆ࡞࠸ሙྜࡣࠊ
㏵୰㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࡲࡓࡣࠊ㹘㸿㸱㸮㸱㹌ࢆ⨨࠸࡚ࠊ୰⥅ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡶ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ

 ᶆ‽㟁Ἴ







ᒇෆ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࣉࣟ


ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ






❆








,


㸷㸬㸶㸬㸰 ᧯స᪉ἲ

࣋ࣝࢱ࣐࣮ᮏయࡢ᧯సࡢ๓
㸯 ๓‽ഛ
ڦ㹘㸿㸱㸮㸱㹌ࢆࡈ⏝ࡢሙྜ
 D 㹘㸿㸱㸮㸱㹌ࡢྲྀᢅㄝ᫂᭩ᚑ࠸ࠊ❆㝿࡛ᶆ‽㟁Ἴࢆཷಙࡉࡏ࡚ࠊ⌧ᅾ้ࢆྲྀᚓ
ࡉࡏࡲࡍࠋ
 E ㏦ಙ࣎ࢱࣥࢆᢲࡋࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢆᡭື㏦ಙࡋࡲࡍࠋ
  ͤ㹘㸿㸱㸮㸱㹌ࡣࠊᡭື㏦ಙࡢ᧯సࡼࡾ㸱㸮ศ㛫ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ㏦ಙࡋࡓᚋ⮬ືṆ
ࡋࡲࡍࠋ⮬ືṆᚋࡣ㸯㛫ࡈ㸯ᅇࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢆ㏦ಙࡋࡲࡍࠋ

ڦ㹑㹊㹐㸫㸰㸮㸯㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࢆࡈ⏝ࡢሙྜ
 D 㹑㹊㹐㸫㸰㸮㸯ࢆᒇእࠊ㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࢆᒇෆྲྀࡾࡅࡲࡍࠋ㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࡣ
  㟁※ࢆᢞධࡋࡲࡍࠋ
 E 㹑㹊㹐㸫㸰㸮㸯ࡀ㉳ືࡍࡿࡢࢆᚅࡕࡲࡍࠋ
  ͤ㹑㹊㹐㸫㸰㸮㸯ࡣࠊ᪥ගࡀᙜࡓࡿ㟁ࢆ㛤ጞࡋࠊ༑ศ㟁ࡉࢀࡿ⮬ືⓗ
   ㉳ືࡋࡲࡍࠋ㉳ືࡣⰋࡃᬕࢀ࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ࡛ࡶ⣙㸱㸮ศ⛬ᗘࡾࡲࡍࡢ࡛ࠊ
   ࣋ࣝࢱ࣐࣮ࢆࡈ⏝࡞ࡿ๓᪥ࡲ࡛ྲྀࡾࡅࡉࢀࡿࡇࢆ࠾່ࡵࡋࡲࡍࠋ
 F 㹑㹊㹐㸫㸰㸮㸯ࡀ㉳ືᚋ㏦ಙࡍࡿࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࣉࣟࡼࡗ࡚ࠊ㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰
  ้ࡀࢭࢵࢺࡉࢀࡓࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡋࡲࡍࠋ
  ͤ㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࡢᾮᬗ⏬㠃⌧ᅾ้ࡀ⾲♧ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡛☜ㄆ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ
  ͤ㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࡣࠊ㸯㸮ศࡈ㸯ᅇࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢆ㏦ಙࡋࡲࡍࠋ

ヲ⣽ࡣྛ〇ရࡢྲྀᢅㄝ᫂᭩ࢆࡈぴࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ

௨ୖ࡛‽ഛࡣ࡛ࡍࠋ


ࡇࡇࡽ࣋ࣝࢱ࣐࣮ᮏయࡢ᧯సධࡾࡲࡍࠋ
㸰


ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢫࢵࢳࢆධྜࢃࡏࡲࡍࠋ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡཷಙࡀⅬ⁛ࡋࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡ
ࡢཷಙࢆ㛤ጞࡋࡲࡍࠋ

ཷಙᡂຌࡋࡓࡽ

ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡢཷಙᡂຌࡍࡿࠊ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡཷಙࡀⅬⅉ࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋ

ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡཷಙࡀⅬⅉ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ሙྜ

㸱㸮ศ⤒ࡗ࡚ࡶࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡཷಙࡀⅬ⁛ࡢ
ࡲࡲࡢሙྜࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡀཷಙ࡛ࡁࡲࡏ
ࢇࠋ

࣋ࣝࢱ࣐࣮ᮏయࢆཷಙ࡛ࡁࡿ⨨⛣ື
ࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ

ͤ㹘㸿㸱㸮㸱㹌ࡸ㹑㹕㸫㸱㸮㸰ࢆ⛣ືࡍࡿ
ࡇࡶྍ⬟࡛ࡍࡀࠊࡑࡢሙྜࡣ๓‽ഛ
ࡽࡸࡾ┤ࡋ࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋ


 ศ௨ୖⅬ⁛ࡢࡲࡲ

タ⨨ሙᡤࡢኚ᭦ࡀᚲせ




,


㸷㸬㸶㸬㸱 ᐃᮇཷಙ

ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡢཷಙᡂຌࡋࡓᚋࡣࠊ㸯㛫ࡈᐃᮇཷಙࢆ⾜࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
ࡇࡢᐃᮇཷಙࡼࡾࠊᖖṇࡋ࠸้ࢆಖࡕࡲࡍࠋ
ͤᐃᮇཷಙࡣ⮬ືⓗ⾜ࢃࢀࡲࡍࡢ࡛ࠊ᧯సࡣせ࡛ࡍࠋ


࡞࠾ࠊᐃᮇཷಙࡀ㸰㸲ᅇ㸦㸰㸲㛫㸧௨ୖ㐃⥆ࡋ࡚ኻᩋࡋࡓሙྜࠊ
ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡཷಙࡀᾘⅉࡋࡲࡍࠋ

ࡇࡢሙྜࠊ๓㡫ࡢ͆ ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡཷಙࡀⅬⅉ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸ሙྜ͇ྠᵝ
タ⨨ሙᡤࡢぢ┤ࡋࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ




㸷㸬㸶㸬㸲 ᡭືཷಙ

࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࡀ㏻ᖖ࡛ࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢫࢵࢳࡀධࡢ
ᡭືཷಙ࣎ࢱࣥࢆᢲࡍࡇࡼࡾࠊ┤ࡕࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢆཷಙ
ࡉࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ


࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࡀ㏻ᖖ୰ᡭືཷಙ࣎ࢱࣥࢆᢲࡍࡇࡼࡾࠊ
┤ࡕࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢆཷಙࡉࡏࡿࡇࡀ࡛ࡁࡲࡍࠋ

ᡭືཷಙࡣࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࢫࢵࢳࢆධࡋࡓሙྜྠᵝ
ཷಙࡀᡂຌࡍࡿࡲ࡛ࠊࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡཷಙࡀⅬ⁛ࢆ⥆ࡅࡲࡍࠋ




ᡭືཷಙࡣ㏻ᖖࠊ⏝ࡍࡿᚲせࡣ࠶ࡾࡲࡏࢇࠋ

࣋ࣝࢱ࣐࣮ᮏయࢆ⛣ືࡋࡓሙྜ࡞ࢱ࣒ࣜࣥࢡࡢཷಙ☜ㄆࡋ࡚

⏝ࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ










,

≔≓≑แᩓඬ‒ –Japan Only-

㸯㸮㸬㸯 ᶆ‽㟁Ἴࡣ

⊂❧⾜ᨻἲேሗ㏻ಙ◊✲ᶵᵓ㸦㹌㹇㹁㹒㸧ࡀ㐠⏝ࡋ࡚࠾ࡾࠊ㧗⢭ᗘࡢ้ሗ࠾ࡼࡧ࢝ࣞࣥࢲ࣮
ሗࡀධࡗࡓ㟁Ἴ࡛ࡍࠋ
ᶆ‽㟁Ἴࡣࠊᅜෆࡢḟࡢ㸰࢝ᡤࡽ㏦ಙࡉࢀ࡚࠾ࡾࡲࡍࠋ
ձ⚟ᓥ┴༡㒊ࡢ࠾࠾ࡓࡸᒣ࠶ࡿ㏦ಙᡤ

࿘Ἴᩘ㸲㸮㹩㹆㹸
ղ⚟ᒸ┴బ㈡┴ࡢ┴ቃ࠶ࡿࡣࡀࡡᒣ࠶ࡿ㏦ಙᡤ
࿘Ἴᩘ㸴㸮㹩㹆㹸

ᶆ‽㟁Ἴ僔ヲ⣽僑僊傪僌僕傎⊂❧⾜ᨻἲே䢢 ሗ㏻ಙ◊✲ᶵᵓ凚刀击凵分凛僔儿兠兄儾兠儜僸傺ཧ↷債僆傻傪傏䢢

䢢 䢢 䢢 儿兠兄儾兠儜儆儭児儝䢢 䣪 䣶 䣶 䣲 䢼 䢱 䢱 䣬 䣬 䣻 䢰 䣰 䣫 䣥 䣶 䢰 䣩 䣱 䢰 䣬 䣲 䢱 ‒



㸯㸮㸬㸰 㟁Ἴཷಙྍ⬟⠊ᅖࡣ㸽

㏦ಙᡤࡽ⣙㸯㸮㸮㸮㹩㹫ࡢ⠊ᅖ࡛ࡍࠋ




࠾࠾ࡓࡸᒣ
㏦ಙᡤ N+]

ࡣࡀࡡᒣ

㏦ಙᡤ N+]




NP⠊ᅖ




㸯㸮㸬㸱 タ⨨ሙᡤ㛵ࡍࡿὀពࡣ㸽

ᶆ‽㟁Ἴࡢཷಙࡣ⮬ື࡛⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࡀࠊཷಙྍ⬟࡞⠊ᅖ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶࠊኳೃࠊ㛫ᖏࠊᆅᙧࡸᘓ≀
ࡢᙳ㡪࡞ࡼࡾṇᖖཷಙ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸ሙྜࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋ
ࡲࡓࠊタ⨨ሙᡤࡢ࿘ᅖࡽⓎ⏕ࡍࡿ㟁Ἴࣀࢬࡢᙳ㡪ࡼࡾࠊཷಙࡀጉᐖࡉࢀࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋ
㸦㟁Ẽᶵჾ࣭ኚ㟁ᡤ࣭㧗ᯫ࣭ᕤ⌧ሙ࣭㏻㔞ࡢከ࠸ሙᡤ㺃㺃㺃㺃࡞ࡢ㏆ഐࡣ࡞ࡿࡃ㑊ࡅࡿ㸧

ࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞㟁ἼࡢཷಙⰋࡀ㢖⦾Ⓨ⏕ࡍࡿሙྜࡣࠊ㛗Ἴཷಙჾࡢタ⨨ሙᡤࡸ㓄⥺⤒㊰ࢆኚ᭦ࡍࡿ
࡞ࡢᑐ⟇ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ


㸯㸮㸬㸲 ᵝ

ۑಟṇ⢭ᗘs㸯㸮㸮㹫㹱௨ୗ
ཷۑಙ࿘Ἴᩘ㸲㸮㹩㹆]㸭㸴㸮㹩㹆]㸦⮬ື㑅ᢥ㸧
ۑឤᗘ㸳㸮㹢㹀㹳㹔㸭㹫௨ୗ



,

≔≔≑ͣᩓᙀΝ‡ Backup against Commercial Power Failure‒

ᮏ〇ရࡣࠊ㟁ᘧࡢࣜࢳ࣒࢘㟁ụࢆෆⶶࡋࠊ㟁ࡢືస⿵ൾࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋ
࡞࠾㟁୰ࡢືసࡣ௨ୗࡢࡼ࠺࡞ࡾࡲࡍࠋ

ࢼࣟࢢィ
㸸 㐠㔪ࢆ⥆ࡅࡲࡍ
ᾮᬗ⏬㠃
㸸 ⾲♧ࡀᾘ࠼ࡲࡍ
ྛ✀᧯స
㸸 ᧯స࡛ࡁࡲࡏࢇ
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛᐇ⾜
㸸 ᐇ⾜ࡉࢀࡲࡏࢇ
㟁⿵ൾ㛫
㸸 㸰㸲㛫

ͤࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢෆᐜࡣࠊ㟁㛫㛵ࢃࡽࡎࠊ㸯㸮ᖺ㛫ಖᣢࡉࢀࡲࡍࠋ

㟁⿵ൾ㛫ࢆ㉺࠼ࡓ㟁ࡀⓎ⏕ࡋࡓሙྜࠊࡲࡓࡣ㟁㛫㸦㸰㸲㛫㸧ࡀ༑ศࡔࡗࡓሙྜࡣࠊ
ィࡀṆࡲࡿࡇࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࠋ
ࡑࡢሙྜࡣࠊ㟁ࡀᖐࡋ࡚ࡽࠊࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࣜࢭࢵࢺ࣎ࢱࣥࢆᢲࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ

The Bell Timer Model QBT-30 has a built-in rechargeable lithium battery as a backup against
commercial power failure.
Even during commercial power failure, the basic performance will be maintained except for
functional degeneration as follows.
Analog clock
LCD screen
Control functions
Programs
Backup time

: 
: 
:
: 
: 

Continues running.
Turned off
Disabled
Will not run
24 hours

* The program data will be preserved unaffected by commercial power failure for 10 years.
Should the commercial power failure continue in excess of the backup time, or the battery is not
recharged for 24 hours, the clock may run down.
In such a case, press the SYSTEM RESET button after restoration of power supply.

‒



≔≕≑ᨦ↗࣬↾↻↺Э↚‡ Troubles You Can Solve Yourself‒
‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ⅐‒ ↭↉⅚ഏ↝ↂ↗⇁ᄩᛐↆ↕ɦↄⅳ⅛‒
Before calling your agent or dealer for service, check the following list for possible troubles
that you yourself can remedy without difficulty by following the instructions written in this
manual.

‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒  㸯 ᾮᬗ⏬㠃ఱࡶ⾲♧ࡋ࡞࠸ Nothing is displayed on the LCD screen.

࣭㸿㹁ࢥ࣮ࢻࡀṇࡋࡃ᥋⥆ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
࣭つᐃࡢ㟁※ࡀ౪⤥ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
㺃 Is the AC power cord connected in position?
㺃 Is the power supply rating right for the Bell Timer?


㸰 ࣎ࢱ࣭ࣥࢫࢵࢳࢆᢲࡋ࡚ࡶືసࡋ࡞࠸
The Bell Timer does not respond to the operation of any button or switch.
࣭ࡣࡌࡵࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࣜࢭࢵࢺ࣎ࢱࣥࢆᢲࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
㺃 Press the SYSTEM RESET button at first.


,


‒ ‒  㸱 㡢ࡀฟ࡞࠸ No sound is generated.

㸦ෆⶶࢫࣆ࣮࢝ࡢሙྜ㸧
࣭㡢㔞ࢶ࣐࣑ࢆ᭱ᑠࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡏࢇ㸽
     㸦እ㒊ࢫࣆ࣮࢝ࡢሙྜ㸧
࣭ࣛࣥฟຊࣞ࣋ࣝࡢࢶ࣐࣑ࢆ᭱ᑠࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡏࢇ㸽
࣭እ㒊ࣥࣉࡢ㟁※ࡣධࡗ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
࣭እ㒊ࣥࣉࡢ࣮࣒࣎ࣜࣗࢆ᭱ᑠࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡏࢇ㸽
In case of built-in speaker:
㺃 Isn't the VOL knob turned to a minimum?
In case of external speaker:
㺃 Isn't the LINE OUT LEVEL knob turned to a minimum?
㺃 Is the external amplifier turned on?
㺃 Isn't the volume of the external amplifier turned to a minimum?
‒

㸲 ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡀᐇ⾜ࡉࢀ࡞࠸ The program will not run.
࣭ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡣධຊࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
࣭࣮ࣔࢻࢫࢵࢳࡀ㏻ᖖࡢ⨨࠶ࡿࡇࢆ☜ㄆࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
้࣭㸦᪥࣭㛫㸧ࡣྜࡗ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
࣭እ㒊㓄⥺ࡣṇࡋࡃࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
࣭㟁୰࡛ࡣ࠶ࡾࡲࡏࢇ㸽
㺃
㺃
㺃
㺃
㺃

Has a schedule of operations incorporated into the program?
Make sure that the MODE switch is at NORMAL.
Is the time (date, time) correct?
Is the field wiring correct?
Isn't the commercial power supply off?

‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒  㸳 ࢼࣟࢢィࡀ≬࠺ The analog clock gets out of order.

࣭ᾮᬗ⏬㠃ࡢ้ࡣྜࡗ࡚࠸ࡲࡍ㸽
      ࣭ࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࣜࢭࢵࢺ࣎ࢱࣥࢆᢲࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
㺃Is the time displayed on the LCD screen correct?
㺃Press the SYSTEM RESET button.

‒

㸴 㟁ᖐᚋࠊィࡀ≬࠺
The clock gets out of order after recovery from commercial power failure.
࣭㸰㸲㛫௨ୖࡢ㟁࡛ࡣ࠶ࡾࡲࡏࢇ࡛ࡋࡓ㸽
      ࣭ᖐᚋࢩࢫࢸ࣒ࣜࢭࢵࢺ࣎ࢱࣥࢆᢲࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
㺃Hasn't the commercial power failure continued for more than 24 hours?
㺃Be sure to press the SYSTEM RESET button after recovery from power failure.



‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ˌɥ↝ᄩᛐ↖Ⴚ↸↙ⅳ↗ⅼ⅚↭↞↝˂↝ီࠝⅻႆဃↆ↗ⅼ↞⅚ⅹᝰⅳɥↁⅳⅳ‒

‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ᝤ٥ࡃ↱ↆⅾ↞ᝤ٥˟ᅈ↧Ↄᡲዂⅾↄⅳ⅛‒
If the above troubleshooting still fails, or if other troubles occur, call your nearby
SEIKO dealer or agent for service.
‒


,

‒

ᜩԓ‒

WARNING‒

̲ྸ↞⅚ⅹᝰⅳɥↁⅳⅳᝤ٥ࡃ↱ↆⅾ↞ᝤ٥˟ᅈ↧Ↄ̔᫂ⅾↄ
ⅳ⅛̲ྸ২ᘐᎍˌ↝ٳʴⅻЎᚐↆ↹̲ྸ∝ોᡯ⇁ᘍⅵ↗ज़ᩓ↳້↝
Ҿ‒⅛ↈ↭↹↙↚׆
Call your nearby SEIKO dealer or agent for repair service. Unauthorized
disassembly, repair or modification may cause electric shock accidents
or fire accidents.‒

‒

‒
‒
‒
≔≖≑ⅹܲಮ↧↝ⅹᫍⅳ‡ Daily Servicing by the User

እࡢᡭධࢀࡢ᪉ Care of enclosure

እࡢởࢀࡀࡦ࠸ࡁࡣࠊỈ࡛࠺ࡍࡵࡓ୰ᛶὙࢆᑡ㔞ࡸࢃࡽ࠸ᕸࡘࡅ࡚ᣔࡁࠊ
ᣔ࠸ࡓᚋ࡛ᣔࡁࢆࡋ࡚ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
࣋ࣥࢪࣥࠊࢩࣥࢼ࣮ࠊ࣑࢞࢟⢊ࠊྛ✀ࣈࣛࢩ࡞ࡣࢃ࡞࠸࡛ࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
If the enclosure is found soiled, clean with a soft cloth soaked with a small quantity of neutral
syndet diluted with water, and then polish with a dry cloth.
Never use solvents (benzene, thinner, or the like), abrasives (polishing powder or the like),
and bristle brushes.

‒
‒
‒

≔≗≑̬ᚰ↚↓ⅳ↕‡ Warranty‒
‒

ࡢࡇە〇ရࡢಟ⌮⏝㒊ရࡢಖᏑᮇ㛫ࡣࠊ㏻ᖖ㸵ᖺࢆᇶ‽ࡋ࡚࠸ࡲࡍࠋṇᖖ࡞ࡈ⏝࡛࠶ࢀࡤ
ࡇࡢᮇ㛫ࡣཎ๎ࡋ࡚ಟ⌮ࡣྍ⬟࡛ࡍࠋಟ⌮⏝㒊ရࡣࠊ〇ရࡢᶵ⬟ࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿࡢྍḞ
࡞〇ရᮏయࡢ㒊ရ࡛ࡍࠋ
ەಟ⌮ࡢྍ⬟࡞ᮇ㛫ࡣࡈ⏝᮲௳ࡼࡾ࠸ࡕࡌࡿࡋࡃ␗࡞ࡾࠊࡲࡓࠊ⢭ᗘࡶඖ㏻ࡾ࡞ࡽ࡞࠸
ሙྜࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡍࡢ࡛ࠊಟ⌮ࡈ౫㢗ࡢ㝿ࡣ࠾㈙࠸ୖࡆ࠸ࡓࡔ࠸ࡓ㈍ᗑࡶࡋࡃࡣ㈍♫
ࡈ┦ㄯࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
ەಟ⌮ࡢࡁࠊ㒊ရ࣭ࡑࡢࡢᒓရ࡞ࡣ୍㒊௦᭰㒊ရࢆ⏝ࡉࡏ࡚࠸ࡓࡔࡃࡇࡶ࠶ࡾ
ࡲࡍࡢ࡛ࠊࡈᢎࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
ࡢࡑەࡈ᫂ࡢⅬࡀ࠶ࡾࡲࡋࡓࡽࠊ࠾㈙࠸ୖࡆ࠸ࡓࡔ࠸ࡓ㈍ᗑࡶࡋࡃࡣ㈍♫࠾ၥ࠸
ྜࢃࡏࡃࡔࡉ࠸ࠋ
 ەIn principle, the spare parts for the Bell Timer Model QBT-30 will be available for 7 years
after sale, and your Bell Timer will be repaired within this period if it becomes faulty
under normal conditions of use. The spare parts here refer to the parts and components
essential for the functions of the Bell Timer.
 ەThe period for which repair services are available varies over a wide range depending on
how your Bell Timer has been used. It should be noted that even if repair services are
made available, the timing accuracy may not be reinstated. For details, consult your
SEIKO dealer or agent.
 ەIt is to be understood that SEIKO reserves the right to use substitutions for parts or
accessories for the purpose of repair service.
 ەIf you should have any question or inquiry, please do not hesitate to consult your SEIKO
dealer or agent.

‒
‒


,

≔≘≑ˁಮ‡Specifications
‒
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‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≗‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≘‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≙‒
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ٳ
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ٳ

ᘺ

ˁ
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,




Clock unit‒

Timing accuracy of
built-in quartz oscillator‒

Mean monthly rate: ±3 sec.(+5㹼+35)‒

Indication‒

Analog
Digital

Time setting‒
Time correction‒
Number of programs‒
Setting unit‒
Setting system‒
Timer‒

Contact signal output‒

Commercial
power failure
backup‒

Construction‒

Applied
safety law or
regulation‒

Correction by standard radio wave (Japan Only)‒
60 max.‒
In 1-minute increment‒
By LCD screen-guided keying of data from the control panel‒
2 independent channels (dry contact signal)‒

Current-carrying
capacity of contacts‒

AC125V / 5 A
AC250V / 3A
DC30V / 5A‒

Contact output duration‒

Adjustable in seconds (Max. duration: 24h00m00s)‒

Title of the music‒

‣•‒⁆⁗‒
‒ ‒ ‿⁗⁞⁖‒ ≱⊒†≓≔‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≕‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≖‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≗‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≘‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≙‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≚‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≛‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≓≜‒
‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ≱⊒†≔≓‒

Built-in speaker‒
Line output‒

8Ȑ‒ ‡‒500mW‒
150mV (47kȐ)‒

Power supply‒

AC90V㹼AC120V, AC200V㹼AC240V‒

Melody‒

Input
Power
consumption‒
Operating
temperature
range‒

: 2-hand type
: Year, month, date, day of the week, hour, minute
and seconds (24-hour format); LCD display
By keying data from the control panel.

‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Westminster Chime≋40 Sec.≌‒
Edelweiss≋42‒Sec.≌‒
Melody Fair≋43 Sec.≌‒
Chim Chim Cheree≋40 Sec.≌‒
Bibbidi-Babbidi-Boo≋30 Sec.≌‒
Yuyake Koyake≋40 Sec.≌‒
Going Home≋45 Sec.≌‒
Etude Op.10,No.3≋45 Sec.≌‒
Beauty and the Beast≋44 Sec.≌‒
A Whole New World≋41 Sec.≌‒

approx. 4.0W‒
-10 㹼 +50‒
Clock
Programs

: 24 hours
: 10 years‒

Overall dimensions‒
Installation‒

W270×H372×D58.5 (mm)‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒ ‒
Wall mounted type‒

External finish‒
Mass‒

Synthetic resin, ivory-colored‒
approx. 2.0 kg (main body)‒

Electrical Appliance and Material Safety Law (Japan Only)‒






,

≔≙≑⇽∓⇖∏∆ᚨܭᘙ‡ Programming Table

᭙᪥
㛤ጞ้
㺪㺽㺹㺖㺼㺵㺯 1R
Start time
Day of the week
Program
᪥ ᭶ ⅆ Ỉ ᮌ 㔠 ᅵ 㸸ศ
No.
+  0
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

㸯
㸰
㸱
㸲
㸳
㸴
㸵
㸶
㸷
㸯㸮
㸯㸯
㸯㸰
㸯㸱
㸯㸲
㸯㸳
㸯㸴
㸯㸵
㸯㸶
㸯㸷
㸰㸮
㸰㸯
㸰㸰
㸰㸱
㸰㸲
㸰㸳
㸰㸴
㸰㸵
㸰㸶
㸰㸷
㸱㸮
㸱㸯
㸱㸰
㸱㸱
㸱㸲
㸱㸳
㸱㸴
㸱㸵
㸱㸶
㸱㸷
㸲㸮
㸲㸯
㸲㸰
㸲㸱
㸲㸲
㸲㸳
㸲㸴
㸲㸵
㸲㸶
㸲㸷
㸳㸮
㸳㸯
㸳㸰
㸳㸱
㸳㸲
㸳㸳
㸳㸴
㸳㸵
㸳㸶
㸳㸷
㸴㸮
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㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸

᥋ⅬฟຊContact output
ฟຊ㛫
Output duration
&+

㺰㺹㺡㺼㺆
1R
Melody
No.

























































































































































































ഛ⪃
Remarks

㛫㸸ศ㸸⛊
+  0  6

㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸
㸸

㸸
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㸸
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㸸
㸸
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